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The views and opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of its correspondents, and are not necessarily 
agreed with or shared by the Editors, the Council, the Russell Society or its Members. The accuracy of 
submissions is the responsibility of the authors or Society branches and will not necessarily be checked by 

the Editor for validity.

The Russell Society Health and Safety Policy:

Adopted by Council 27th September 2009.

•	It	is	the	policy	of	the	Russell	Society,	so	far	as	is	reasonably	practicable,	to	ensure	that	health		and														
safety issues as applicable to the Society have been and will be properly addressed.

•	All	members	of	the	Society	are	to	take	reasonable	steps	for	the	H&S	of	themselves	and	others			
who	may	be	affected	by	their	acts	or	omissions.

•	All	members	of	the	Society	are	to	co-operate	with	the	Society,	so	far	as	is	reasonably	practicable,			
to enable the Society to comply with any duty or requirement imposed on it.

•	In	the	event	of	an	accident	or	injury	members	of	the	Society	should	seek	the	appropriate	medical		
attention	and	notify	Society	officials	who	will	properly	document	all	details.

•	Any	member	of	the	Society	can	bring	to	the	attention	of	Society	officials	any	suggestions	or	ideas		
which could improve safety and prevent accidents.

One of the aims of the Russell Society is to encourage the study, recording and conservation of 
mineralogical sites and material.  Among the various activities undertaken in pursuit of this aim, 
members	make	many	field	visits	to	sites	around	the	country	and	attend	many	lectures	and	other	in-
door meetings.  The Russell Society promotes a high degree of responsibility amongst its members 
in the achievement of its aims, especially with regard to Health and Safety (H&S) matters.

It has  

A Health and Safety Policy    A Field Leaders Indemnity Form
A Risk Assessment Form    An Incident Report Form
A Guide to Good Practice    A Field Visit Check List

These	documents	are	to	encourage	enjoyable	and	interesting	visits	and	meetings	that	are	educa-
tional,  involve conservation and recording, and are incident free. They also show the responsible 
attitude that the Russell Society and its members have to health and safety issues.
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“Editorial”

Wow!	–	 time	certainly	does	move	on.	Already	we	find	ourselves	pretty	much	at	 the	end	of	 the	summer	and	on	 the	
threshold of autumn. Another mineral collecting season is largely over – although I know that there are still a number 
of trips scheduled to take place in the next couple of months. Please look at the central “events” insert for information 
on these and on the various mineral shows scheduled to take place over the next few months. I would particularly 
encourage	everyone	 to	make	 the	effort	 to	attend	 the	major	mineral	 shows	held	annually	at	Bakewell	 in	Derbyshire	
(10th – 11th October) and Haywards Heath in Sussex (14th November). These are perhaps the best of the UK shows and 
well worth a day of your time (other mineral shows are available). This year the Sussex show will again be coupled to a 
Mindat Symposium at the same venue on the Sunday following the show (15th November).

In	 terms	 of	 Russell	 Society	 meetings,	 the	 immediate	 future	 holds	 the	 joint	 Russell	 Society/Cheltenham	Mineral	 &	
Geological Society meeting at Maisemore on the 18th of October. This fascinating mixture of talks, displays and other 
activities is well worth a visit if you can make it. In the longer term, we have initial information on the 2016 ASM weekend 
which will take place from 21st to 23rd	of	April	and	is	hosted	by	the	Northern	Branch.	It	really	is	worth	making	the	effort	
to attend this event if you can; I always come away having learned something new and having acquired a lot of new 
minerals. Please put these dates in your diary.

I have tried to include the usual mixture of news and information items, along with a good number of reports from the 
Society’s	field	trip	programme	–	although	still	not	as	many	trips	as	I	might	have	hoped	are	being	written	up.	You	will	find	
a	note	from	Brian	Craik-Smith	on	the	interesting	things	you	can	sometimes	find	in	the	drawers	of	old	pieces	of	furniture.	
There is also information on a couple of recent positive developments in terms of new mining enterprises in the UK. 
Hopefully the continuing up-turn (albeit slow) in the national economy will be assisted by their successful continuation. 
You	might	also	be	interested	in	an	item	of	scientific	equipment	that	is	looking	for	a	good	home.	Thanks	are	due	to	all	the	
members who contributed material to this issue.

One perennial part of every Newsletter is the “Society Notices” section. I’m sure you all always read these avidly (?) but 
in	this	issue	you	will	find	a	number	which	I	think	are	rather	important	and	deal	directly	with	the	Society	and	its	operations.	
I hope you will all read these carefully and think about responding to them. A couple deal with publications in one form 
or	another.	They	 include	 the	subject	of	obtaining	 the	necessary	permissions	 for	any	materials	 referred	 to	 in	Russell	
Society publications. I think (and hope) that this will not be a problem for anyone writing reports for the Newsletter. 
Perhaps more of a problem is the current almost total non-use of the Society’s Library. We tend to think of this as being 
a valuable resource for the membership but, if no one is using it, we perhaps need to re-think the whole concept for 
the future. Another series of notices deals with the current vacancies in the Society’s administration. Prominent among 
these is the role of Honorary Treasurer. When Denis Martin stepped down from this role earlier this year after a period 
of valuable service we were initially unable to secure a replacement. Margaret Ince – a former holder of the post - has 
kindly stepped in to provide cover on a temporary basis but is not able to maintain this for any extended period. We 
therefore need to identify a suitable candidate for the longer term as a matter of urgency. It is an important role for the 
Society	and	probably	requires	at	least	some	level	of	financial	experience	but	it	is	not	overly	demanding	and	it	does	not	
require	the	holder	to	be	either	a	financial	genius	or	a	world	class	accountant.	I	cannot	believe	that	we	do	not	have	among	
our	members	someone	(or,	indeed,	several	“someones”)	who	could	capably	fill	this	position.	Please	take	this	opportunity	
to “step up” and do your bit for your Society. Also seeking new incumbents are the post of Journal Manager, dealing with 
the	production	of	the	Society’s	flagship	publication	and	that	of	Conservation	Officer	which,	as	the	name	suggests,	is	
concerned with various aspects of conserving both mineral sites and mineral specimens. Please give serious thought to 
taking on one of these roles. I would also ask you to look carefully at the short note from Neil Hubbard, our Membership 
Secretary,	on	 the	subject	of	Gift	Aid.	The	money	which	 this	allows	 the	Society	 to	 reclaim	 from	HMRC	 is	a	valuable	
element in our annual budget and costs you nothing

On a somewhat related topic, I will shortly be sending out the usual electronic version of this Newsletter to all of you for 
whom we have an e-mail address. Please make sure that you have provided an up to date e-mail address to Neil – and 
remember to keep him updated on any changes. For every e-issue sent out we still get a few that bounce back with the 
electronic equivalent of “not known at this address” so there are obviously some people out there who need to take this 
message	to	heart.	In	any	event,	I	hope	you	enjoy	your	Newsletter,	in	whatever	form	you	read	it,	and	find	at	least	a	few	
snippets	of	interesting	information	therein.	I	would,	as	always,	be	grateful	for	any	feedback	–	whether	specific	or	general	
– and even more grateful to receive your contributions (or even ideas for contributions) for future issues.

Michael Doel
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From the President:

Since	 the	publication	of	 the	 last	newsletter	 -	and	 just	before	 the	Annual	Society	Meeting	 -	we	 lost	one	of	 the	most	
committed	members	of	our	Society,	Trevor	Bridges.	Trevor	was	one	of	the	first	Presidents	of	the	Russell	Society	serving	
from 1979-1981 and held positions at either branch or national level for over 30 years. Trevor helped to establish the 
Northern Branch and worked as a volunteer at several museums in northern England. Trevor was known by all and 
well-loved as demonstrated by the attendance at his collection auction in August. A full obituary will be published in the 
next issue of the Journal (JRS 18).

Without dedicated individuals like Trevor a society cannot function. Michael Doel has mentioned in his editorial - but 
it needs repeating - that as a society we rely on ‘teams’ of volunteers to organise branch events and nationally to 
keep the society functioning. I mentioned in the March newsletter that we required a new Treasurer, but no-one had 
volunteered by the time of our AGM. In light of the problems that would be caused by not having a Treasurer, Margaret 
Ince very generously put herself forward to temporarily assume this role whilst a successor is found and trained. We 
need someone to step forward now to assist us in this position in order that they can receive some training and support 
from Margaret. It has also reached a point where volunteers are sought for other positions.

Frank Ince has given us good notice that he will be standing down as Journal Manager after the publication of the next 
Journal in December this year. Again, no-one has come forward to take on this role without which we will struggle to 
produce	 the	 journal.	David	Green	 resigned	 from	 the	Conservation	Officer	 role	some	 time	ago	and	 this	 too	 remains	
vacant. Descriptions of these roles are provided within this newsletter so please, please, look and see if there is anything 
you could do to help the Society. We NEED volunteers to keep the Society operating and we would love to hear from 
you if you can help.

Serving on the Society Council is very rewarding and need not be onerous. We hold two council meetings a year where 
we	discuss	society	issues	and	make	decisions	for	the	benefit	of	our	members	and	in	the	best	interests	of	the	Society.	I	
cannot	stress	how	important	it	is	to	have	these	positions	filled	in	order	for	us	to	continue	to	function,	so	please	think	long	
and hard about what you want from our Society because if we don’t all help out then there may come a point where the 
Society cannot continue to function in the way we know and love.

Tom Cotterell
Hon. President
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SOCIETY NOTICES

OBITUARY: Dr James (“Jamie”) Bowman Nelson, PhD., F.G.S., F. Inst. P., F.G.A.  (1913 – 2015)

Dr. James Bowman Nelson was an ebullient Scottish physicist, X-ray crystallographer, mineralogist, gemmologist and 
inventor	of	scientific	instruments.	His	more	recent	scientific	interests	centred	on	gemmology	which	he	started	at	an	age	
when	most	people	retire	but	his	contributions	to	the	scientific	world	were	more	wide	ranging.	As	Managing	Director	of	
McCrone	Scientific	Ltd.,	his	inventions	were	numerous	including	the	McCrone	Micronising	Mill	which	has	received	much	
acclaim	from	users	of	X-ray	diffraction.	His	many	more	recent	gemmological	instruments	were	manufactured	and	sold	
through Nelson Gemmological Instruments. A life-long mineral collector, his name has been well-known for only about a 
quarter of a century in gemmological circles. Jamie was fascinated by the wonders of the behaviour of light.  He invented 
and commissioned many and varied devices to investigate and demonstrate the ways light and gemstones interact. 
His laboratory was an Aladdin’s cave packed to the ceiling with instruments, most of which he had designed, papers, 
many of which he had written and a collection of specimens. He used the latter to demonstrate the principles he always 
expounded with great enthusiasm. In his late 1990s, his ardour, acumen and critical faculties were undiminished and his 
physical stamina and ability would have done credit to one several decades younger.

Jamie was born on 7th June 1913 in Stenhousemuir, Scotland. His formal education in Scotland and Canada ended at 
the	age	of	fourteen	when	he	left	school	to	support	his	mother	and	sister.	However,	just	before	leaving,	he	was	awarded	
a gold medal for obtaining the highest High School entrance exam marks in the Niagara Falls district. He returned to the 
UK in the 1930s where he met Doris Holden. They were married in 1942 and for 67 years they were totally devoted to 
each other.
  
After working for Cussons Soap Factory, Jamie was employed as chief analytical chemist by Magnesium Elektron in 
Manchester during most of World War II. In early 1944 he transferred to the coal research establishment B.C.U.R.A., to 
take charge of a new X-ray service section. He was based at the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge where he measured 
the thermal expansion of graphite, obtaining accurate measurements up to 800°C using his own high temperature X-ray 
diffraction	camera.	Graphite	was	used	to	slow	down	the	neutrons	in	nuclear-fission	electricity	generators	then	under	
construction in the U.K. The information was vital to engineers making calculations to compensate for the unexpected 
dilation of graphite moderator blocks owing to prolonged neutron bombardment. During all these early years he published 
many	accounts	of	his	own	physical	analytical	methods	including	ultraviolet	emission	spectroscopy	and	X-ray	diffraction	
analysis.

Doris	discovered	a	clause	in	the	Cambridge	University	Admissions	Regulations	whereby,	without	formal	qualifications,	
if	 ‘an	 applicant	 possessed	 sufficient	 background	 knowledge	 to	 profit	 from	 a	 path	 of	 instruction	 leading	 to	 a	 Ph.D.,	
the enrolment could proceed’.  Jamie was made aware of Doris’s application on his behalf on the morning of a viva 
voce	with	three	university	Fellows.	He	then	received	an	official	letter	advising	him	to	seek	enrolment	at	a	College	and	
provide himself with cap and gown of Master status. Without Doris’s help and her support during his student days at 
Cambridge, he claims he would have starved. As a couple, they were renowned for their Cambridge parties, a tradition 
they continued all their life. 

Jamie successfully completed his thesis with Professor Sir Lawrence Bragg as his supervisor. He then regarded himself 
as a card-carrying crystallographer. Sir Lawrence generously gave Jamie many of the crystal specimens on which Sir 
Lawrence himself had determined the atomic structure over the previous thirty years. Jamie became a Fellow of the 
Geological Society in 1956 and was by then already a Fellow of the Institute of Physics.

In	the	1950s,	Jamie	transferred	to	Morgan	Crucible,	leaving	in	1964	to	establish	McCrone	Scientific	Ltd.		In	the	early	
years	he	was	involved	 in	many	and	varied	problem	solving	projects	and	he	collaborated	with	Dr	Walter	McCrone	of	
McCrone Associates, Chicago, providing his X-ray analytical expertise.  But Jamie’s main love was invention, including 
the	McCrone	Micronising	mill,	low	load	hardness	tester,	wavelength	and	reflectance	standards.

Jamie made a poor start in gemmology. In 1980, after three examination attempts, he achieved only a pass mark. 
Since then he has more than made up for this inauspicious beginning. For his seminal work on the explanation of the 
optical	‘flash	effect’,	used	to	detect	glass	fracture-filling	in	diamonds,	he	was	awarded	the	Gemmological	Association’s	
Research Diploma in 1993. Since its inception in 1945 there have been only six recipients of this award.
   
In 2001, in Chicago, Jamie received the prestigious August Köhler Medal, an award of the State Microscopical Society 
of Illinois, U.S.A. ‘for outstanding contributions to optical microscopy.’
. 
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Starting	in	1994	Jamie	was	engaged	in	helping	to	produce	the	first	comprehensive	data	base	of	the	Raman	spectra	of	
minerals,	gemstones	and	their	inclusions.	The	Renishaw	compilation	now	amounts	to	over	one	thousand	five	hundred	
mineral species and chemical compounds, all of which have come from his considerable collection. He also developed 
several instruments.  An instrument studying low-temperature photoluminescence spectroscopy of colourless and 
HPHT treated diamonds, an accessory to the Renishaw Raman Microspectrometer, operates at the temperature of 
liquid nitrogen, minus 196°C and enables the distinction of HPHT treated diamonds from all other colourless diamonds. 
A compact and inexpensive device detects short-wave ultra-violet transparency, a necessary test preceding the test 
for HPHT treatment. All Jamie’s custom-built products were made and marketed by his one-man company, Nelson 
Gemmological Instruments. 

Starting in 1984, Jamie published seventeen original articles on gemmology, almost all of which were in the Gem-A’s 
Journal of Gemmology. In March 2005 he produced a six thousand word analysis “The Twilight of the Peer-Reviewed 
Printed	Scientific	Periodical”	in	response	to	the	rapidly	emerging	scientific	publications	on	the	internet.	Together	with	his	
wife and Alan Jobbins he initiated the correspondence course for The Gemmological Association of Great-Britain in the 
1980s.

Jamie	will	be	greatly	missed,	not	just	for	his	scientific	abilities	but	also	for	his	wonderful	humour	and	generous	hospitality.
 
Biography by Gwyn Green FGA, DGA 

References:

Gem-A website 
http://gemologyproject.com/wiki/index.php?title=James_Nelson

(Dr. Nelson was a member of the Russell Society between 1997 and 2010. Editor)

Your Society Needs You! Vacancy for Honorary Treasurer.

Summary:
The Treasurer is elected annually by the membership and serves as a trustee on the Society’s Council

The	role(s)	of	the	Treasurer	of	the	Russell	Society	is	primarily	to	manage	the	Society’s	finances,	produce	financial	reports	
and accurate audited accounts for the main Society funds and, with the collaboration of Branch Treasurers, consolidated 
accounts for the Society as a whole. In addition, the Treasurer should be actively involved in the general running of the 
Society through attendance of Council meetings as well as being active at branch level. These roles ideally require both 
financial	management	experience	and	some	experience	of	working	on	a	committee.	However,	it	is	worth	noting	that	the	
Society		has	quite	low	financial	activity	for	most	of	the	year,	barring	subscription	receipts	in	January	and	the	subsequent	
Gift Aid claim plus that associated with the Society’s AGM weekend (if support is requested by the organising branch)

Job description:
The various responsibilities and tasks associated with the role of Society Treasurer can be summarised as follows: 
 
The primary tasks for the Society Treasurer are:-

•	 Maintain	an	overview	of	the	Society’s	financial	affairs;
•	 Ensure	that	proper	financial	records	and	procedures	are	maintained	for	the	Society;	and	also	the	Branches;
•	 Advise	the	Council	on	actions	to	ensure	the	Society’s	financial	viability;	and
•	 Advise	Society	Branch	Treasurers	on	maintaining	proper	financial	records	and	procedures.

To achieve these the Treasurer should:-
•	 Keep accurate records of bank statements, invoice payments and receipts;
•	 Prepare	and	present	financial	accounts	at	Council	meetings	and	the	Society’s	AGM;
•	 Prepare a draft budget each year for Council to agree and keep it updated throughout the year;
•	 Maintain a spreadsheet of the society’s  income (mainly subscriptions and Gift Aid on them) and expenditure  

(mainly for publication of the Journal and  Newsletters plus branch allocations,  GA membership and insurance, 
website management);

•	 Settle invoices  received either by cheque (currently signed by 2 of the 4 signatories) or by internet banking;
•	 Issue	invoices	and	follow-up	on	unpaid/late	settlements;
•	 Liaise	with	the	Membership	Secretary	to	keep	up-to-date		information	on	paid/unpaid	subscriptions;
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•	 Settle claims for out-of-pocket expenses (mainly for trustees);
•	 Liaise	with	branches	on	allocation	requests	(Discussed	and	finalised	by	full		Council	meeting)	and	receipt	of	

branch accounts; and
•	 Arrange	for	end-of-year	accounts	to	be	independently	verified	prior	to	the	AGM.

I use Microsoft Excel for the accounts; PowerPoint & Word for presentations and Access for membership information 
but this is optional – other programs are available. Being able to produce accounts, budgets, reports etc. electronically 
greatly facilitates keeping information up-to-date and sharing information with other trustees and members. If anyone 
requires any additional information please contact me.

Margaret Ince. Hon. Treasurer (Temporary)

Your Society Needs You! New RS Journal Manager Required.

I will be standing down from the position of Journal Manager at the 2016 AGM and I hope that one of you would like to 
take over this position. The various responsibilities and tasks that have come to be associated with the role of Journal 
Manager	are	summarized	in	the	‘job	description’	(below).	If	anyone	requires	any	additional	information	please	contact	
me.
 
The Journal Manager is currently a Society Trustee and a member of the Council. With the Journal Editor, the Journal 
Manager is part of the team that has the responsibility of producing new volumes of the Journal of the Russell Society 
(JRS) and helping to ensure that they are timely and relevant, and also conform to current mineralogical standards and 
conventions. The primary task for the Journal Manager is turning the refereed manuscripts (received from the Journal 
Editor)	into	the	final	version	of	the	new	volume	of	JRS	so	that	it	will	be	ready	for	printing	and	circulation.	This	process	
involves	a	number	of	discrete	phases	and	is	the	largest	single	financial	commitment	for	the	Society	(currently	about	
£3000 per year). The main tasks are:

- Organising the layout of any articles, notes, book reviews, etc., in the JRS format (for the last few years I have done 
this using Adobe InDesign). In the past, the layout had been done externally; however, this incurred an additional cost.

- Ensuring that the Journal Editor and the authors are able to proof read the various contributions after the layout 
process has been completed, and also after the printer’s proofs become available.

- Obtaining quotes from printers for the printing of the appropriate number of copies of the new volume of JRS (currently 
about £2000 per year). The number of copies comprises those for: RS Members (necessitating collaboration with the 
Membership	Secretary),	non-members	(see	below)	and	sufficient	additional	copies	(about	50)	for	future	use.	The	quote	
from the printer also includes the cost of printing 12 copies of each article as author’s reprints.

- Obtaining quotes for the packaging and postage for the member’s copies of the new volume of JRS and also the 
author’s reprints (currently about £1000 per year) and ensuring that they are circulated in a timely manner. These tasks 
are currently carried out by the printer that we have used.

- The Journal Manager maintains a spreadsheet of the non-member groups and individuals that have expressed an 
interest	in	JRS.	Currently,	this	is	made	up	of	annual	journal	exchanges	with	other	societies	(3)	and	donations	to	other	
organisations (9) and sales: annual (8) together with a few occasional enquiries. This task involves contact with various 
organisations and individuals (some of them via subscription agencies) and it is important that the copies of the new 
volume of JRS are circulated in a timely manner.

Up	to	now	the	back	copies	of	JRS	have	been	kept	by	the	Journal	Manager	and	s/he	deals	with	any	requests	for	back	
copies from both members and non-members (sometimes via the RS website). Back copies of almost every volume of 
JRS are available and they are free to RS Members (provided they pay P&P).

The ‘Publications’ page of the RS Website provides free internet access to PDFs of all but the last 3 volumes of JRS. 
The Journal Manager has the task of producing an appropriate e-version of the new volume of JRS so that the RS 
Webmaster can add it to the ‘Publications’ page at the appropriate time. At the moment the PDF of the new volume of 
JRS	is	produced	from	the	final	version	of	the	Adobe	InDesign	file.	With	the	RS	Webmaster,	the	Journal	Manager	also	
maintains the various JRS indices that are posted on the RS Website.

The ‘Publications’ page of the RS website also provides details of the Russell Society Library. The Journal Manger has 
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taken on the task of ensuring that, as far as is possible, the RS Library List is up to date with respect to RS publications 
together with any exchanges and donations that have been received.

Frank Ince. Journal Manager

Your society Needs You! Conservation Officer Vacancy.

The	Society	has	a	vacancy	for	a	conservation	officer,	which	role	is	an	appointed	position	previously	held	by	Dr	David	
Green from 1998 until recently. The purpose of the role is to encourage members to record discoveries in such a way 
that	their	‘value’	is	maximised.	The	term	‘discoveries’	is	not	reserved	solely	for	field	collecting	discoveries,	but	includes	
the rediscovery of forgotten collections. In some respects it also encompasses the preservation of known, but poorly 
documented, collections. 

A good example of making the most of a collection is the work done by Society members to preserve Norman Thomson’s 
collection in the best possible way. Co-ordinated by David and Julie Green and ably assisted by Trevor Bridges, Monica 
Price and Norman himself the collection was organised, documented and dispersed in such a way that the specimens 
passed	to	places	that	(as	far	as	it	was	possible	for	the	participants	to	judge	at	the	time)	they	would	be	valued,	used	wisely	
and	preserved.		The	specimens	judged	to	be	most	important	were	labelled,	documented	and	passed	to	a	public	museum	
with	the	staff	and	facilities	to	curate	them.	(This	last	clause	is	important	in	these	austere	times;	important	specimens	
need	competent	staff	to	look	after	them).	The	remainder	were	dispersed	within	the	Society	in	as	reasonable	a	way	as	
possible, some were preserved for research, others auctioned or sold and the funds raised given to charity.  The process 
was recorded in an article (Green, D.I., Bridges, T.F. and Price, M.T. 2012. The Norman Thomson Collection. UK Journal 
of Mines and Minerals, 33, 21-34) which publicised the collection and illustrated many of the important specimens.

There are, of course, many other examples of how the Society has been involved in the conservation and indeed 
restoration	of	collections.	Chatsworth	House	and	the	fine	work	undertaken	by	the	Central	Branch	over	very	many	years	
is	another	obvious	example	of	which	the	society	should	be	proud.	Every	branch	will	have	their	own	stories	of	projects	
they	have	been	involved	with.	The	conservation	officer	need	not	be	hands	on	with	every	project,	but	should	be	aware	of	
the good work our members do and be there to provide advice and assistance where required.

Field	collecting	too	is	an	integral	part	of	our	society.	It	is	particularly	important	for	material	collected	in	the	field	to	have	
geological context and locality data recorded and preserved with the specimens as these cannot be reconstructed 
with current techniques. Access to collecting sites relies on the goodwill of landowners and therefore it is important to 
demonstrate our wise use of sites.

An example of this is the Caldbeck Fells in the northern Lake District, Cumbria. Limited access to localities in the 
Caldbeck Fells was negotiated and the Society needed to demonstrate to the landowners (principally the LDNPA) and 
other stakeholders (particularly Natural England) the importance of why our Society wanted to visit the mine sites. 
A small group (again co-ordinated by David Green, with Trevor Bridges, Mike Leppington, Tim Neall, Andy Tindle, 
Mike Rumsey and others) began to record and revise the mineralogy of individual sites. For example, at Driggith and 
Sandbed	mines,	fieldwork,	a	careful	re-examination	of	specimens	in	public	and	private	collections,	and	analysis	led	to	
the publication of an article in 2006 (Green, D.I., Rumsey, M.S., Bridges, T.F., Tindle, A.G. and Ixer, R.A. 2006. A review of 
the mineralisation at the Driggeth and Sandbed mines, Caldbeck Fells, Cumbria. Journal of the Russell Society, 9, 4-38) 
which	reported	many	minerals	new	to	the	site	(including	one	British	first).	Many	further	articles	followed	(deliberately	
illustrated	with	photos	of	Society	members	on	survey	visits	to	further	demonstrate	our	work),	and	a	significant	amount	
of new data was added to the literature as a result.  Most importantly, wise use of localities was demonstrated thus 
improving our relationship with the landowners and stakeholders.

Dolyhir	Quarry	is	another	fine	example	where	virtually	all	of	the	published	mineralogical	data	on	this	unusual	mineralogical	
site came from Russell Society involvement. Through good communication and networking with the operating company 
the	Society	has	been	able	to	carry	out	regular	field	trips	from	which	specimens	and	geological	information	were	collected	
and	used	to	support	the	case	for	the	quarry	being	designated	as	a	site	of	special	scientific	interest	(SSSI).	Far	from	this	
restricting access, this status has provided more opportunities to collect and preserve the range of unusual minerals 
that occur there. In 2011 members of our Society published a comprehensive account of the mineralogy (Cotterell, 
T.F., Green, D.I., Hubbard, N., Mason, J.S., Starkey, R.E. and Tindle, A.G. 2011. The Mineralogy of Dolyhir Quarry, Old 
Radnor, Powys, Wales. UK Journal of Mines and Minerals, 32, 5-61) which has been used by the quarry management 
to inform decision making for the long-term preservation of geological features at the site. Material from Dolyhir Quarry 
is	preserved	not	just	in	private	collections	and	British	museums,	but	worldwide	too.

It is the preservation of data and conservation of specimens that will help generations of mineralogists in the future. 
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With any new discovery it is critical that the information and some specimen material is conserved. The best place for 
conservation is within a museum although it is important to realise that not all museums are in the best position to be 
able	to	preserve	material.	The	conservation	officer	will	be	able	to	provide	advice	to,	or	guide,	members	as	to	where	to	
go for the best information.

A good example of preservation and conservation of specimens comes from the Central Branch where a former member 
of	the	Society	attending	a	mineral,	rock	and	fossil	identification	day	organised	by	the	Branch	described	some	remarkable	
specimens collected in the 1970s. The collection was brought in and turned out to be volborthite from Newhurst Quarry. 
As	a	direct	result	the	Society	was	able	to	document	and	preserve	the	finest	British	examples	of	this	rare	species	(Green,	
D.I., Hubbard, N. and Ince, F. 2008. A review of the occurrences of the copper vanadate minerals volborthite and 
tangeite in the British Isles. Journal of the Russell Society, 11, 54-58).

Occasionally	the	Society	is	asked	to	assist	in	conservation	projects	run	by	other	organisations.	Several	years	ago	the	
Wales and West Branch was invited to assist the British Geological Survey in carrying out a review of regionally important 
geological	sites	(RIGS)	in	South	Wales.	The	work	of	branch	secretary	Lynda	Garfield	was	integral	to	the	smooth	running	
and organisation of this collaboration and allowed branch members to visit localities that would otherwise have been 
difficult	to	obtain	permission	for.	Obviously	with	limited	time	and	resources	decisions	need	to	be	made	from	time	to	time	
to decide what’s important for our Society to be involved with and what’s not? Would YOU like to take on this role?

David Green and Tom Cotterell

The Russell Society Library: Quo Vadis.

Recent conversations with our Librarians (Jo Brown and Bracken Gibson) have made it obvious that the RS Library 
is a remarkably under-used resource: there has been only been one enquiry in the last 12-18 months about any of 
the	various	books,	journals,	etc.	The	2015	Library	List	is	posted	on	the	RS	Website	and	an	up-to-date	version	can	be	
obtained	from	me.	The	RS	Library	contains	a	reasonable	number	of	items	(enough	to	fill	Neil’s	van	and	the	Range	Rover	
that we had at the time when the lobrary was transported from Sallie Bassham to Jo and Bracken). Whilst the RS Library 
is still in reasonable condition, Jo and Bracken feel that, as it is largely unused, it is taking up space that could be better 
used.

There are a number of possible options for the future of the RS Library:

- Someone else might like to give it a new home.
-	It	could	be	‘culled’;	e.g.,	by	removing	the	items	that	are	available	on-line	or	judged	to	be	of	no	real	interest	to	members	
and disposing of them to members or any other interested parties.
- The Society might consider the disposal of the whole Library to members or any other interested parties.

We will be discussing the future of the RS Library at the October 2015 Council Meeting and I would be grateful if you 
would let us know if you have any thoughts on, or options for its future.

Frank Ince. Journal Manager.

Russell Society Publications: Permissions.

At recent Council meetings we have discussed a number of circumstances where it was thought that permission for 
some of our Society activities should be sought, obtained and, where appropriate, acknowledged. It was agreed that, 
amongst these circumstances, were various issues associated with our Society publications (Journal, Newsletter and 
Website); these issues fall into two main areas:

•	 Photographs, diagrams, maps, etc.: Permission to publish a copy of any photograph, diagram, map, etc. that is 
covered by an existing copyright should be sought, obtained and acknowledged by the author(s). In the absence of 
such permissions the Society and its Trustees could be vulnerable to legal actions by the copyright holder.

•	 Mineral specimens: Many of the articles and notes published by the Society include descriptions of specimens 
collected	on	Society	or	personally	organised	field	trips	(in	Newsletter	66	Tom	reminded	us	that	access	and	collecting	
permissions	should	be	obtained	for	all	our	field	trips;	a	point	that	has	been	highlighted	in	our	‘Guide	to	Good	Practice’).	
Access and collecting permissions should also be sought, obtained and, where appropriate, acknowledged by the 
author(s)	where	the	specimens	collected	on	a	personally	organised	field	trip	form	the	basis	of	a	contribution	to	any	
of our Society publications. Sadly we live in a world littered with legal issues that have to be considered and we 
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are concerned that the Society and its Trustees (not to mention individual authors) could be vulnerable to legal 
actions	 in	 the	event	 that	a	 land	and/or	mineral	 rights	owner	 takes	objection	 to	a	publication	 that	was	based	on	
specimens collected without the appropriate permissions. Having said that, obtaining permission before entering 
privately owned land and removing mineral specimens should surely be seen as a basic courtesy by all of us.

As	far	as	the	Journal	is	concerned,	sharp-eyed	readers	may	have	noticed	an	addition	to	the	wording	in	the	first	paragraph	
of the ‘Notes for Contributors’ on the inside of the back cover of JRS 17 (new words in italics): “Submission of a paper to 
the Journal is taken to imply that it has not been considered for publication elsewhere and that all necessary permissions 
have been obtained and, where appropriate, acknowledged by the author(s)”. With this in mind, authors will be requested 
to	confirm	that	the	necessary	permissions	(as	described	above)	have	been	obtained	and,	where	appropriate,	suitable	
acknowledgments should be included in any manuscript that is submitted for publication. Authors who consider that 
such permissions and acknowledgements are not required should indicate why that is so, either in the manuscript or in 
a covering e-mail or letter that accompanies the manuscript when it is submitted.

In the future, contributions that appear to be based on unauthorised site visits or on specimens collected without the 
appropriate permissions may not be accepted for publication. Would-be authors will have to consider these issues before 
the submission of a manuscript; however, most of the contributions received for publication in the Journal and Newsletter 
or on the Website are already fully compliant with this requirement for agreed access and collecting permissions.

Frank Ince. Journal Manager.

The 2015 “Maisemore Event” – Don’t Miss It!

The	popular	annual	joint	meeting	organised	by	the	Cheltenham	Mineral	&	Geological	Society	and	the	Wales	and	West	
Branch of the Russell Society will take place again this October at the Maisemore Village Hall in Gloucestershire  
(Church Road, Maisemore, GL2 8JE)

On Sunday 18th October the Hall will open from 10:00 until 16:30 for the usual varied programme of activities. The main 
programme	will	commence	at	10:30	with	at	 least	three	talks	(speaker	details	to	be	confirmed)	and	will	continue	with	
displays of minerals and fossils and various swaps and “freebies”. Microscopes and UV lamps will be available for use 
and a good time will undoubtedly be had by all.

Tea,	coffee	&	biscuits	will	be	available	from	10:00	throughout	the	day	and	a	buffet	lunch	will	be	provided.	There	is	no	
charge for the day’s programme or for lunch but a suitable donation towards costs would be appreciated.
(Make	it	a	generous	one!	Editor.)	The	meeting	is	open	to	all	members	and	friends	but	notification	of	your	intention	to	
attend	would	help	the	organisers	to	plan	sufficient	refreshments.	Please	let	Marashean	Parker	know	if	you	intend	to	go	
on 01452 618015 or via marashean@talktalk.net.

Editor.

Gift Aid – Money for nothing?

As you are aware, the Russell Society is a registered charity. One of the advantages of this is that members can gift aid 
their subscriptions. Any member who pays income tax in the UK, even on their pensions, can gift aid their subscription. 
For each member who has gift aided their subscriptions, the Society can claim 20% (or 40 % if the member is lucky 
enough to be a higher rate tax payer) of the subscription as a charitable donation from HM Customs and Revenue at no 
cost to the member.

To gift aid their subscriptions, the member only needs to complete a gift aid form which is available from the Society 
website, attached to the application form, or from me. This only needs to be done once and will last as long as the 
membership although it can be terminated at any time by letting me or the treasurer know.

At present about 180 of nearly 400 members gift aid their subscriptions. Not all members will be tax payers but there 
must be many more who are and have not yet signed up for gift aid. The money the Society receives from gift aid goes 
towards the running of the Society and helps to keep the subscription rate from rising. If you are a tax payer and do not 
currently gift aid your subscription, please do so, you know it makes sense!!

Neil Hubbard. Membership Secretary.
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The New Russell Society Website

Recent visitors to the Society’s website (www.russellsoc.org) will have seen a change to the design of the site and its 
content. This may have been more noticeable for people visiting the site using a mobile telephone or tablet, as the new 
site is ‘responsive’, making viewing easier by adapting to the user’s PC or tablet or phone.

Over many years, Gary Morse built, evolved and managed our website, keeping members and site visitors up-to-date 
with our activities, publications, etc. With Gary wanting to hand over his ‘webmaster’ role, it was clear that a new platform 
for the website was needed as maintaining the site required high-level programming skills.

The new website uses the highly popular WordPress platform, which makes the site easy and quick to change and 
update with news. Updating content and adding images is similar to using popular word processing software. If you have 
information you believe should be loaded to the site, or ideas for how the website should be developed, please contact 
Tom Cotterell or Michael Dunmore. Their e-mail addresses are given at the end of the Newsletter.

At the moment, Tom and I are updating the website, and would welcome hearing from other members who would be 
interested in helping keep the site up-to-date by posting content.

Michael Dunmore. Honorary Secretary.

The Russell Society 2016 ASM Weekend - Get this in your diaries!

Next year’s AGM weekend will be held from the 21st to 23rd April 2016 and hosted by the Northern Branch.  It will be 
based at Bowburn Hall Hotel, Bowburn, Durham DH6 5NH.  

Accommodation is available at the hotel and we have arranged a special rate for delegates that includes breakfast.  
The	cost	of	a	double/twin	room	is	£90.00	per	night	and	£75.00	for	a	single.		The	telephone	number	of	the	hotel	is	0191	
3770311.		The	number	of	rooms	is	limited,	so	it’s	first	come,	first	served	and	do	mention	the	Russell	Society	conference.		
The hotel has a bar and restaurant, so meals will be available on the Friday evening.

Full details of the meeting programme of trips and talks will be on the booking form which will be circulated shortly.

Frank Bouweraerts.

Looking for a Good Home: Two-Circle Optical Goniometer.

The	Society	has	 recently	come	 into	 the	possession	of	an	 interesting	piece	of	scientific	equipment	–	courtesy	of	Dr.	
David Alderton of the Earth Sciences Department at Royal Holloway College (UCL). It is a two circle optical goniometer, 
used for measuring interfacial angles of crystals. You may recall that the Mineralogical Record uses a goniometer as its 
trademark and produced a special issue in 1998 (Vol. 29, No. 6) on the history of the crystallographic goniometer.

This is a Tecam (Cambridge) product of roughly 1960s vintage. No model number is visible but it looks very similar to the 
“CM” model which was designed by L.W. Codd and W.T. Moore of Imperial Chemical Industries and manufactured by 
Tecam. It is very much a working instrument and appears to be largely complete, including a light source with spare bulb. 
This light source has a 12V bulb and so would require a transformer for use which is not currently with the equipment. 
The instrument is mainly of lacquered steel construction and is in generally good condition albeit with a few areas 
showing minor rust – resulting from having stood unused for some time. I think this would clean up well with a little work. 
It comes with a booklet “Angular Measurements – Construction & Use of the Two-Circle Goniometer” by L.W. Codd. M.A. 
(Oxon) which was originally priced at 7 shillings and sixpence!

The instrument itself is approximately 35 cm. long by 23 cm. wide by 28 cm. high and is contained in a wooden carrying 
case which measures 44 cm. long by 28 cm. wide by 30 cm. high. The whole thing is quite heavy, weighing in at 16.3 
Kg. The photographs below will hopefully give you a reasonable idea of the nature and condition of this fascinating item.

Dr.	Alderton	is	content	for	us	to	dispose	if	this	for	the	benefit	of	Society	funds	on	the	understanding	that	it	would	not	be	
sold	on	by	the	buyer	for	commercial	profit.	It	is	difficult	to	price	items	of	this	sort	but	a	“fair	price”	at	present	is	probably	at	
least £250. Depending on the level of interest from members, an auction of some sort may be mounted. If any member 
is interested to acquire this interesting and useful item of crystallographic equipment would they please contact me 
(m.t.doel@talk21.com) to register their interest and ensure that they receive any future information.
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Editor.

Looking for a good home: Marcasite crystals.

Mr. Norman Cogger, a RS member from Kent, has sent the following message:

“Marcasite from the Lower Chalk, Folkestone, Kent.
For	disposal	gratis	to	Russell	Society	members	a	number	of	marcasite	specimens,	some	on/in	chalk	matrix	and	many	
loose ‘spearhead’ crystals. They are stored over silica gel desiccant and so are free from tarnish. Contact Norman 
Cogger (Tel: 01732 3516). I will be happy to see them go to good homes.”

Please contact Mr. Cogger directly if you are interested.

Editor.

Two views of the Tecam Two-Circle Optical goniometer.
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NEWS ITEMS:

A Northern Odyssey: Two Weeks in the Far North.

It is a good long while since Mary and I did a tour of the 
far north with our Vauxhall Viva HC, and brand new bright 
orange Vango Force Ten tent in 1978 (37 years in fact!), 
so we thought that this year might be a good one to pay 
a	return	visit.	We	opted	for	late	May	/	early	June	because	
the weather in the NW Highlands is usually bright, dry 
and pleasant at that time (and there are no midges!). Our 
first	week	was	 spent	 in	 a	 rented	 cottage	 at	Rhiconich,	
which should have had a fantastic view out to Foinaven. 
We did see it on one day, but the remainder of the week 
was characterised by low cloud, and a rather cool and 
persistent wind. We had intermittent heavy showers but 
were able to get out and about every day.

The geology of the NW is fantastic and presents itself 
everywhere	you	look.	We	enjoyed	seeing	the	“roadside”	
geology in the various cuttings and outcrops, and 
appreciated the grander scale features too like the Moine Thrust at Knockan Crag (http://www.nnr-scotland.org.uk/
knockan-crag/visiting/), the great unconformity with the striking mountains of Torridonian Sandstone planted on a 

landscape of Lewisian Gneiss, and the contrasting limestone 
country around Assynt.

We	explored	 two	valleys	 to	 the	east	of	Assynt	–	 the	first,	
Gleann Dubh behind the Assynt Hotel contains some 
impressive limestone caves with disappearing rivers and 
enjoys	 views	 up	 to	 Conival	 and	 the	 popular	 Corbett	 of	
Breabag. The second valley, a little further south is the 
Allt nan Uamh, and this contains the famous bone caves 
excavated by the legendary Survey geologists Ben Peach 
and John Horne in 1889. They found the remains of animals 
which once roamed the Highlands including lynx, polar 
bear, arctic fox and lemmings. This valley also contains 
some really striking karst scenery and the bubbling source 
of the Fuaran Allt nan Uamh, emerging from the base of a 
limestone	cliff,	has	to	be	seen	to	be	believed	–	the	volume	of	
water seemingly gushing out of solid rock is quite amazing. 

If you continue up the valley beyond the spring, the bone caves are soon visible on the right, and a little further up, in a 
branch valley, strontianite occurs in muddy cavities in the limestone.

We spent a day on the Scottish Wildlife Trust reserve of 
Handa Island (http://scottishwildlifetrust.org.uk/reserve/
handa-island/	),	just	north	of	Scourie,	watching	some	of	the	
100,000	 or	 so	 sea	 birds	 on	 the	 striking	 sandstone	 cliffs,	
and	as	 it	 happens,	 enjoying	 the	 only	 day	 of	 bright	warm	
sunshine that week!

Journeying further north, we did the hike out to Sandwood 
Loch	and	Bay	–	a	justly	popular	and	scenic	spot,	but	reached	
via a rather dreary track across featureless moorland, and 
attracting too many visitors for it to feel truly “special”. We 
met quite a number of folk who had spent a wet and cold 
night camped on the beach, walking or cycling back out as 
we made our way along the track – none of them looked 
particularly happy or seemed to be having a good time.

Camping at Beinn Alligin in 1978

The Moine Thrust at Knockan Crag.

The source of the Fuaran Allt nan Uamh.
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Our next stop was the dramatic Smoo Cave at Durness, a 
spacious cavern (200 feet long, 130 feet wide, and 50 feet 
high at the entrance) opening onto the beach, and in which 
a substantial stream plunges through the roof making 
a dramatic waterfall. The cave is “inhabited” for seven 
months of the year (June to October) by Colin Coventry, 
a local caving enthusiast who guides visitors around the 
cave	and	offers	a	short	(very	short!)	subterranean	boat	trip	
in	a	rigid	inflatable	boat	across	the	pool	to	a	short	passage	
beyond the waterfall (see www.smoocavetours.weebly.
com for details of Colin’s digging activities).

The north coast from Durness to Bettyhill contains a series of 
attractive bays, and many of these feature fantastic outcrop 
geology.	We	visited	Midfield	Bay	just	west	of	Tongue	to	see	

the	magnificent	exposure	of	garnet-mica	schists.	Garnets	
are to be seen everywhere along the western side of the 
bay, but strangely the tidal action has concentrated garnet 
sand on the other side of the beach. This is a great spot for 
a picnic, and we found quite a number of plants of the rare 
Scottish Primrose (Primula scotica). It is endemic to the 
north coast of Scotland, including Caithness and Orkney.

Heading eastwards we called-in at the Strathnaver Museum 
(http://www.strathnavermuseum.org.uk/),specifically	 to	
see a small display of minerals from the collection of the 
late Alaisdair Mackay. Alaisdair was a good friend of the 
late Kemp Meikle, for those of you who knew Kemp. A 
substantial portion of his collection was bequeathed to the 
Hunterian Museum, University of Glasgow.

See (http://www.huntsearch.gla.ac.uk/cgi-bin/foxweb/
huntsearch/SummaryResults.fwx?collection=geology&Se
archterm=alaisdair+mackay ) for a selection of Alaisdair’s 
specimens on the Hunterian website.

Our second week was spent on Orkney, and after visiting 
the excellent Thurso 
Museum (now 
known as Caithness 
Horizons) - https://
caithnesshorizons.
w o r d p r e s s .
c o m / m u s e u m -
c o l l e c t i o n s / , 
where we learned 
much about the 
Dounreay nuclear 
establishment, we boarded the ferry for a delightful cruise across the Pentland 
Firth in glorious evening sunshine. We were treated to fabulous views of the Old 
Man	 of	 Hoy,	 which	 is	 just	 as	well,	 because	 the	weather	was	 appalling	 on	 the	
following day when we crossed to Hoy to hike over to see the Old Man from the 
cliff	top!

I had hoped to do some reconnaissance of a couple of Heddle localities on Hoy, 
but	the	timing	of	the	ferry	is	such,	that	even	when	getting	the	first	boat	out	and	last	
ferry back, there is barely enough time to do the hike to the Old Man. We did pay 
a brief visit to the Burn of the Sale in search of goethite, but had to abandon my 
plan	to	walk	along	the	cliffs	to	Lead	Geo	to	assess	the	potential	for	a	descent	in	

The entrance to Smoo Cave, Durness.

An example of the Scottish Primrose.

A portion of Alaisdair Mackay’s mineral collection.

The Old Man of Hoy.
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search	of	manganese	mineralisation	200	feet	below	the	cliff	
top. Another time perhaps!

Orkney is composed predominantly of Devonian (Old 
Red	 Sandstone)	 flagstones	 and	 sandstones	 which	 were	
deposited in a huge fresh water lake. These rocks are 
superbly	exposed	along	the	many	cliffs	and	shore	platforms,	
and give rise to some dramatic coastal scenery. Better 
known	 for	 superb	 fossil	 fish	 than	 for	 its	minerals,	Orkney	
offers	 relatively	 few	potential	 collecting	 sites	 for	minerals.	
There are, however a couple of places that I have long 
wanted to visit, and we did manage to accomplish this. An 
old lead mine west of Stromness looked like a candidate 
for interesting supergene alteration products (maybe 
phosgenite) on the foreshore, and I made two visits here. A 
small	amount	of	spoil	around	a	collapsed	shaft	in	the	field	
on	 the	 cliff	 top	 yielded	 representative	 veinstone	 showing	

galena, sphalerite and baryte, but the outcrops on the beach showed little of interest. The vein here is reported as 
containing a mixture of strontianite and baryte, but I did not see anything resembling strontianite.

Wha	Taing,	on	the	SW	tip	of	Burray	was	worked	for	copper,	although	apparently	not	to	any	great	effect.	Here	too,	the	
vein crops out on the shore and is a substantial slightly rusty quartz vein. Sparse grains of chalcopyrite are visible in 
the vein stone, and oxidised fragments on the beach show green and blue staining, and the occasional microcrystal of 
azurite. The specimen potential here however is poor, and I was very disappointed not to see more interesting material 
–	but,	it	is	another	one	“crossed	off	the	list”,	and	no	need	for	a	return	trip.

Our third mineral sortie on Orkney was based on up-to-the minute information e-mailed through by Neil Hubbard. 
The latest British Micromount Society Newsletter (which had arrived after we had left home), included a short note by 
Alan Dyer on various zeolite localities on Scottish islands, including Orkney! Well, the opportunity seemed too good to 
miss and so we headed east across Mainland to the Point of Ayre, armed with all the relevant information in search of 
analcime	and	natrolite.	I	had	even	telephoned	Alan	to	get	specific	instructions	on	finding	the	spot.	We	were	blessed	with	
bright dry weather and a falling tide – perfect collecting conditions. We located the outcrops of vesicular basalt without 
difficulty,	but	zeolites	were	in	very	short	supply.	Yes,	there	is	evidence	of	both	analcime	(as	small	crystals	to	about	2	
mm), and highly weathered aggregates of what is probably natrolite, but specimens – well, no! The one question I 
had failed to ask Alan was “Are the specimens any good, or is this occurrence only of ‘academic interest’?” – a point 
I followed up with him upon our return. His reply? “Only for zeolite anoraks! Glad the weather was better and that you 
enjoyed	the	walk!”.	So,	maybe	we	didn’t	do	so	badly	after	all.	Orkney	is	awash	with	fabulous	antiquities	and	we	visited	
most	of	the	major	stone	circles	and	tombs,	some	of	which	are	fantastically	impressive	and	thought	provoking.	Birdlife	
abounds, and amongst other species we think we saw a Hen Harrier, one of Britain’s rarest birds.

Finally we caught the ferry from St Margaret’s Hope across to the mainland and headed south to Golspie. Here we visited 
the Orcadian Stone Company and their geological museum – a really excellent introduction to Scottish geology, fossils 
and	minerals,	and	then	spent	an	enjoyable	day	at	Dunrobin	Castle,	seat	of	the	Duke	of	Sutherland.	I	visited	Dunrobin	
with	Neil	Hubbard	back	in	July	2003	specifically	to	visit	the	museum	in	the	castle	grounds	in	search	of	specimens	of	
amazonite collected by Matthew Forster Heddle.  The large slab which we had hoped to see was no longer there, and I 

Beach outcrop west of Stromness.

The Orcadian Stone Company Museum. Dunrobin Castle.
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do not recall having seen anything of note. However, the museum cases are not lit, and this time, with the aid of Mary’s 
handbag torch (always a useful thing to carry!), we located two specimens of interest, a block of amazonite-bearing 
pegmatite about 25 × 15 × 15 cm from Ben Loyal, and a smaller, bright green crystal of “microcline var. amazonestone” 
about	11	×	8	×	4	cm,	from	Heddle’s	boulder	on	Beinn	Bhreac,	and	presumably	forming	part	of	the	find	which	he	reported	
in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. XXVII (1876–1877). The large slab however, was nowhere to 
be found, and discussions with the General Manager failed to shed any light on its whereabouts. Further enquiries are 
clearly going to be required.

So, the weather felt more like March than May or June, but we had a good time, saw lots of great geology and went to 
some places we’d not been before, which is always good.

Roy Starkey.

Minerals of the English Midlands – New book project – Can you help?

I am currently researching material for a book which will document the 
topographical mineralogy of the English Midlands. The book will be similar 
in format to my recent Crystal Mountains – Minerals of the Cairngorms, and 
the other titles in the occasional series such as Minerals of Northern England, 
Minerals of Cornwall and Devon and Minerals of the Lake District (Caldbeck 
Fells).

The	 book	 will	 be	 a	 joint	 venture	 between	 myself	 and	 Chris	 Stanley	 of	 the	
Natural History Museum, and we are currently researching background 
material	 for	 the	 project.	We	 have	 defined	 the	English	Midlands	 as	 being	 the	
counties of Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, Shropshire, Cheshire, Derbyshire, 
Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire & Rutland; Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, 
Warwickshire,	Worcestershire,	West	Midlands	and	Staffordshire	(see	map).

If you have specialist knowledge of any part of this area; know of, or own notable 
specimens, archive material, old or modern photographs; have suggestions for 
topics that should be considered for inclusion or interesting local history and 
stories – please get in touch. Currently I am particularly interested to learn of 
images of the Yate celestine workings and processing plant whilst operating; the 
opencast iron workings of Northamptonshire and Oxfordshire; and any pictures or information relating to the mines in 
the study area whilst they were operating within living memory.

Roy Starkey (roy.starkey@gmail.com)

Peter Tandy retires from the Natural History Museum

Many members will know, have contacted or met Peter Tandy, Curator in the Earth Sciences Department, Mineral and 
Planetary Sciences Division, at the Natural History Museum. After an incredibly long stint at the museum (44 years), 
Peter retired in July, although his last day at the Museum was actually 19th June. The Museum organised an excellent 
Farewell Party for Peter, with a football theme, I was privileged to be invited to attend. Richard Herrington, Head of Earth 
Sciences Department, paid a warm tribute to Peter, thanking him for his long service and dedication to the collections. 
Peter	was	presented	with	two	fine	specimens	of	Rogerley	Mine	fluorite	mounted	on	wooden	plinths,	a	book	of	good	
wishes from friends and colleagues, a framed football shirt and various other gifts and mementoes. In response to 
Richard’s speech, Peter presented an excellent light-hearted, Powerpoint presentation of his early years, leading up to 
him	joining	the	Natural	History	Museum.	Peter’s	encyclopaedic	knowledge	of	the	collections	and	museum	records	will	
undoubtedly be missed, but he is hoping to maintain links with the Museum, possibly continuing in a voluntary capacity 
of some nature. We wish him a long and happy retirement!

Roy Starkey

“Layered Landscapes”: An interesting day in prospect.

Those of you with an interest in the history of geology in the UK may be interested to know about a one-day event to 
be held on 27th November 2015 at the Reardon Smith lecture theatre of the National Museum of Wales. Titled “Layered 

The English Midlands. The area to be 
covered in the new book.
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landscapes: geology and travel in Romantic-era Britain” it will comprise a day of 
lectures and discussions exploring how 

new concepts in geological thinking changed perceptions of landscape in the 
Romantic period, particularly in Wales and Scotland. How did the writers and artists, 
mineral and fossil hunters who travelled to and through these places respond to 
and interpret the unfolding dramas of the deep past? Planned to coincide with an 
exhibition celebrating the bicentenary of William Smith’s Geological Map of Britain 
(1815), this is the second in a series of collaborations between National Museums 
Wales	and	the	AHRC-funded	project	Curious	Travellers:	Thomas	Pennant	and	the	
Welsh and Scottish Tour 1760-1820.

Admission	 is	 £10,	 including	 the	 price	 of	 tea	 and	 coffee	 and	 the	 meeting	 will	
commence at 10:30.
For more information contact: www.ticketline.co.uk (029) 20230130 or visit http://
www.wales.ac.uk/en/CentreforAdvancedWelshCelticStudies/NewsEvents/Events.
aspx

Thanks to Roy Starkey for bringing this event to my attention. Editor.

A New Mine in the North York Moors National Park?

The	efforts	of	Sirius	Minerals	to	exploit	the	huge	beds	of	polyhalite	[K2Ca2Mg(SO4)4.2H2O] under the North York Moors 
– and much of the North Sea - received a boost recently when the National Park Authority approved their planning 
application for a new mine and mineral transport system.

The company envisages sinking shafts to depths of 1500 
metres (roughly 4800 feet) to reach the polyhalite beds. 
Mined material will be “sized” underground and brought to a 
point 360 metres below the surface before being consigned 
to a 37 kilometre long underground conveyor system, 
running in a 6 metre diameter tunnel, that will terminate 
at a crushing and granulating facility on Teesside. From 
there it will be transported by ship to supply UK and world 
markets. Much attention has been given to minimising 
the	 environmental	 impact	 of	 the	 project	 and,	 in	 addition	
to the underground transport system many trees will be 
planted to obscure the mine site from nearby viewpoints. 
Mine head frames and other large infrastructure elements 
will also be located below ground level to minimise visual 
impact on the Park landscape. The mine is expected to 
take 5 years to build and estimated to produce for at least 
100 years.

Although the National Park has approved their initial application for the mine and its associated transport system, Sirius 
are still awaiting further planning approvals for aspects of the mineral transport system and for the material handling and 
sea terminal facilities on Teesside. These are expected to emerge by the end of the year.

One other issue which has to be addressed is the need to create a market for polyhalite. Cleveland Potash Ltd, who 
operate the existing mine at Boulby not far to the north of the proposed Sirius site, say they also have large polyhalite 
reserves that could be easily accessed. However, although it has some advantages over the current “potash” fertiliser, 
being a multi-nutrient product, the UK agriculture industry at least shows no great appetite at present to buy it – preferring 
to stick with what they have always used.

Nevertheless Sirius Minerals have been greatly heartened by the National Park planning decision and are pressing 
ahead	with	finalising	 their	Definitive	Feasibility	Study,	which	 includes	possible	ways	 to	 increase	production	 from	the	
initial 6.5 million tonnes per year to 10 or even 20 million tonnes per year in future while still reducing the levels of the 
impact	of	construction	further	to	below	those	specified	in	the	approved	application,	They	are	also	continuing	to	develop	
their	financing	strategy	to	raise	the	£2	billion	needed	for	the	project	and	are	in	talks	with	a	variety	of	potential	customers	
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for their putative product.

As Churchill once said “this is not the end – it is not even the beginning of the end – but it is perhaps the end of the 
beginning”.	There	is	a	long	way	to	go	yet	but	the	project	is	still	alive.

Editor.

Commissioning under way at Wolf Minerals’ Drakelands Mine (Hemerdon)

The new tungsten mine at Hemerdon is very nearly a 
reality and, by the time you read this, may already be 
so. Construction of the processing plant and ore storage 
facilities is complete along with a new administration 
building and the various infrastructure elements such 
as electrical power supplies, water storage dams and 
pumping stations.

Some 100,000 tonnes of ore has already been extracted 
and stockpiled and this is being used initially for the “wet 
commissioning” of the new processing plant. This is part of 
the	process	that	was	scheduled	to	lead	to	the	official	plant	
hand-over	to	Wolf	in	August.	The	first	metal	concentrates	
are	expected	to	be	sent	off	 to	customers	 in	Quarter	3	of	
2015.

Regular production is expected to be 5,000 tonnes of 
tungsten concentrate and 1,000 tonnes of tin concentrate 
a year. The £123 million Drakelands Mine will be one of the 
world’s most important tungsten mines. Wolf Minerals claim it is the third largest tungsten and tin resource in the world.

Editor.

“What’s in a (Mineral) Name?”

Some of you will know that I have an interest (of sorts) in mineral names and their origin. It’s true that this most often 
manifests itself in bouts of intense head scratching over the latest communication from the IMA’s Commission on New 
Minerals,	Nomenclature	and	Classification	(CNMNC)	but	I	do	think	it’s	a	fascinating	topic.	There	are	more	than	4600	
mineral names listed in the 2014 edition of Fleischer’s Glossary of Mineral Species1. Clearly no-one can remember all 
of them; far less why they have that particular name, but do you ever look at a 
mineral name and ask yourself “why on earth is it called that?”

It	is	usually	the	privilege	of	the	person	who	formally	and	scientifically	describes	
a	new	mineral	species	 for	 the	first	 time	 to	name	 it,	and	 there	 is	considerable	
latitude allowed in doing so – although the IMA provides strong guidelines on 
what is or is not acceptable2. However, no mineral name can be regarded as 
“official”	until	 it	 has	been	considered	and	passed	by	 the	CNMNC.	 Its	 tireless	
efforts	 to	 improve	 the	 logic,	 exactitude,	 consistency	 and	 scientific	 rigour	 of	
mineral nomenclature have wrought huge changes on the landscape of mineral 
names – even in my short lifetime.

There are a number of common “sources” for the names of mineral species:

Some are named for their place of discovery (i.e. the type locality):
For example tarapacaite, K2CrO4, named for Tarapaca Province, Chile and 
Ilmenite, FeTiO3. for the Ilmeny Mountains in the southern Urals of Russia.

Some are named for their physical properties or appearance: For example 
baryte, BaSO4, named for its density (from the Greek word for “heavy”) and 
rhodonite, MnSiO3, named for its red or pink colour (from the Greek word for 

The first ore going into the crusher at Drakewalls Mine.
Picture by permission of Wolf Minerals.

The Source: The 2014 Fleischer’s 
Glossary of Mineral Species.
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“rose coloured”)

Some are named for their chemical composition: For example nahcolite, sodium bicarbonate, is one of those minerals 
whose name spells its composition: NaHCO3.  It is an evaporite, formed by the drying out of solutions containing 
dissolved minerals. In similar vein we have batisite which is a barium titanium silicate. BaNaNaTi2O2[Si4O12]

However the greatest numbers of minerals are named after people: For example, adamite, a basic zinc arsenate, is 
named after the French mineralogist Gilbert Joseph Adam (1795-1881). This species is interestingly linked with another, 
eveite, which is a basic manganese arsenate and is named for Eve (wife of the original Adam) because of its structural 
and chemical similarities to adamite.

In rough terms 45% of known minerals are named after a person, followed by discovery location (23%), chemical 
composition (14%) and physical properties (8%). Well spotted! That only adds up to 90% - so where do the other 10% 
get their names? Perhaps I’ll come back to that at a later time.

Usually mineral names based on people use only one of that person’s names, but some use both forename and 
surname – for example in the cases of bobkingite and brianyoungite. In this context it is not entirely surprising that there 
are a number of minerals whose names involve people called “Smith”. How well do you know your mineral names? Look 
at the list below and (WITHOUT CONSULTING FLEISCHER OR ANY OTHER REFERENCE SOURCE) say which of 
these names is not an IMA accredited mineral name:

 Joesmithite  Donsmithite  Artsmithite
 Bobsmithite  Wardsmithite  Deanesmithite
 Herbertsmithite  Edsmithite

Occasionally the “names” theme is taken even further – can you think of a mineral whose name honours three different 
people? The answers to these questions are given at the bottom of the following page.

References:
1.	 Back. M.E. “Fleischer’s Glossary of Mineral Species, 2014”. Mineralogical Record, Tucson, Arizona.
2.	 Nickel, E.H. and Grice, J.D. (1998) Canadian Mineralogist 36 pp. 913 – 926. “The IMA Commission on New 

Minerals and Mineral Names: Procedures & guidelines on mineral nomenclature. 1998 “.

Editor.

Newly Published: “Matthew Forster Heddle: Mineralogist and Mountaineer”

Many, if not all Russell Society members will be well aware of Matthew Forster Heddle 
and	his	major	contribution	to	Scottish	mineralogy.	A	new	biography	of	Heddle	has	just	
been published by National Museums Scotland.

Written by Hamish H. Johnston (Heddle’s great-great-grandson) this is not an account 
of	Heddle’s	 scientific	work	but	 is	about	Heddle	 the	man;	 it	 provides	a	much	 fuller	
picture of him than anything that has appeared before. 

Published in May 2015 by NMS Enterprises Ltd. Publishing, National Museums 
Scotland, Chambers Street, Edinburgh. EH1 1JF. 272 pages with 50 colour and black 
and white illustrations (2 × 8 page art sections). 234 × 155 mm (softcover). £14.99 
(plus postage and packing). ISBN 978 1 905267 98 9.

The book can be obtained directly from http://shop.nms.ac.uk/products/Matthew-
Forster-Heddle.html , or through bookshops or Amazon.

A full review will appear in the next issue of the Journal of the Russell Society.

Roy Starkey.

(Journal readers will remember that an article on Heddle’s life story by Hamish Johnston appeared in Volume 17 of the 
Russell Society Journal in 2014. Editor.)
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Book Review: Introducing Mineralogy by John Mason. Dunedin Academic Press. Edinburgh and London. 
118 pp. ISBN 978-1-78046-028-4. Price: £14.99.

Many	of	you	will	know	John	Mason	from	field	trips	he	has	led	or,	lectures	he	has	given.	Well,	he	has	now	applied	his	
extensive	knowledge	of	mineralogy	to	good	effect	in	writing	a	book	on	the	subject.	The	‘mineralogy’	book	market	is	a	
difficult	one	to	crack.	There	are	a	plethora	of	‘coffee-table	style’	books	on	the	subject	written,	with	the	mineral	collector	
enthusiast in mind and copiously illustrated with glossy images but, with little detailed science behind them. Equally 
there are many larger, and more detailed, mineralogical textbooks written for students, but frequently presented in a very 
technical and overbearing way and priced quite highly.

Introducing Mineralogy, describes itself as aimed at students embarking on 
courses in mineralogy and the amateur collector. This book will certainly appeal to 
the former audience, but I feel that it might not be so well received by enthusiasts 
who	simply	want	an	illustrated	guidebook.	Unlike	the	majority	of	smaller	glossy	
mineralogy	 books	 there	 are	 none	of	 the	 long	 lists	 of	 identification	 guides	with	
image	after	image.	Instead,	the	author’s	flowing	text	takes	you	on	a	mineralogical	
educational tour starting with the basics of mineralogy in Chapter 1 and progressing 
through where minerals occur, both typical (rock forming) occurrences in Chapter 
2 and atypical concentrations (mineral veins etc.) in Chapter 3. Aspects of mineral 
collecting as a science, or leisure activity, are covered in Chapter 4 and the 
reasons and methods for studying mineral occurrences are described in Chapter 
5. Chapter 6 deals with the uses of minerals and introduces the important terms 
used	 to	define	 the	 type	of	 product	 such	as	ores,	 industrial	minerals,	 chemical	
feedstock	 and	 the	 lesser	 known	 display	minerals	 sector/gemstones.	 The	 final	
chapter	covers	the	effect	of	minerals	on	the	environment.

I	 find	 the	writing	style	 very	 clever,	 presenting	concise	 technical	 information	pitched	at	a	 level	where	even	one	with	
very little knowledge of science can become absorbed and learn with ease. This is particularly the case in the opening 
chapter: The basics of mineralogy. This, the longest chapter in the book, is presented in a clear structured way with 
technical terms applied where necessary, but in a manner that is understandable to those with very little knowledge of 
mineralogy, or indeed science in general. The use of an extensive glossary is extremely useful as it allows the technical 
terms	 to	be	 introduced	 to	 the	 reader	without	 the	general	 flow	of	 the	 text	 being	broken	with	 continual	 explanations.	
Equally	there	is	plenty	of	content	for	those	with	more	experience	to	benefit.	It	is	this	broad	approach	which	sets	this	book	
aside	from	other	mineralogical	offerings.	The	use	of	copious	photographs	to	demonstrate	the	distinctive	properties	and	
features of minerals is good idea, but there will undoubtedly be those who question the quality of many of the images. 
Indeed this is my main criticism. Unfortunately a number of the images don’t demonstrate the points for which they are 
included well enough for a non-specialist to learn from them. For example the illustration of hackly fracture in Chapter 1 
is represented by a photograph of copper, but the copper is not at all obvious to a beginner. Likewise the illustration of a 
tetragonal mineral uses a photograph of tabular microcrystals of wulfenite, but the crystals are too small for a reader with 
little experience to really discern their true form. Other issues include out-of-focus, or old, photographs and occasional 
distractions from blue-tac in the background.

In summary, this book does exactly what the title says: Introducing Mineralogy. It is an excellent introductory book on 
mineralogy, well written and covers all of the basics very well, but it is let down by the quality of the illustrations. It is, 
however, good value for money and is suited to students from GCSE through to degree level. For the enthusiast this 
book is only really suited to those who are keen to learn more about the science rather than those who want a pictorial 
guide	book.	In	essence	it	covers	the	middle	ground	between	textbook	and	coffee-table	guidebook	presenting	the	detailed	
science	which	underpins	mineralogy	in	an	understandable	and	straightforward	manner	and	at	an	affordable	price.

Tom Cotterell

Mineral Names - Answers:
Herbertsmithite	 is	named	 for	Dr.	G.F.	Herbert	Smith	of	 the	NHM,	London.	Herbertsmithite	was	shown	 in	2009	 to	be	 the	first	example	of	a	material	 that	 is	neither	a	
ferromagnet	nor	an	anti-ferromagnet.	In	effect	a	new	type	of	matter.
Wardsmithite is named for Ward Cromwell Smith of the US Geological Survey who worked extensively on borate minerals.
Artsmithite is named for Arthur (Art) E. Smith Jr. an American petroleum geologist and mineral collector.
Joesmithite is named for Professor Joseph Victor Smith an Anglo-American mineralogist and petrologist of the University of Chicago.
Deanesmithite is named for Professor Deane K. Smith of Penn State University.
Donsmithite, Edsmithite & Bobsmithite are all total fabrications.
The	mineral	armalcolite,	which	is	a	magnesium	iron	titanate,	is	so	named	in	honour	of	the	three	astronauts	Neil	Armstrong,	Buzz	Aldrin	and	Michael	Collins	who	first	landed	
on the moon in 1969.
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SHORT REPORTS & PAPERS.

Some Arthur Russell Specimen Labels – An interesting find.

Mineral specimen labels can sometimes be as interesting as the specimens to which they refer and are often equally 
prized by collectors. A prime example of this is seen in the labels which accompany many examples of interesting 
material which were collected by or passed through the hands of Sir Arthur Russell (1878 to 1964). A “Russell Label” can 
significantly	enhance	the	value	of	a	specimen	and,	because	so	many	were	dated	and	bore	such	precise	locality	data,	
they form part of an important historical record. I think we all admire his standards of detail and clarity in labelling and 
would like to emulate this in our own collections.

(N.B. There is a considerable amount of information about Sir Arthur Russell, his collection and his specimen labels on 
the Russell Society website. Many further examples of Sir Arthur’s labels can also be seen in the Mineralogical Record’s 
on-line label archive at http://www.minrec.org/labels.asp?colid=750. Editor.)

Sir	Arthur	 lived	at	Swallowfield	Park,	near	Reading,	and	was	actively	collecting	between	 the	1890s	and	 the	1950s.	
During that time, as well as a great number of self-collected specimens, he acquired many important mineral collections 
of earlier mineralogists, such as Philip Rashleigh, Baroness Burdett-Coutts, John Ruskin and J.H. Collins. 

Back in 1983 I had the good fortune to purchase a mid-19th century walnut-veneered mahogany mineral cabinet, with 40 
apple wood drawers and ebony handles, for the princely sum of twenty pounds. This cabinet was purchased from the 
company	Rayner	of	100	New	Bond	Street,	London	and	reportedly	came	from	Swallowfield	Park.	From	the	specimens	
and labels that it contained this may well actually be true, but I still need to do more work to establish this provenance 
definitively.	Many	of	the	drawers	were	initially	stuck	and	these	were	to	prove	more	interesting	that	the	cabinet	itself	as	
they	contained	a	significant	number	of	Russell	labels.

In this note I would like to share with you some of these 
labels,	made	by	Sir	Arthur	between	1915	and	1946.	The	first	
label shown in Figure 1 is from a specimen of pyromorphite 
and cerussite from County Wicklow, Ireland, which was 
collected in 1915. This shows that even after he was 
injured	during	the	war	in	France,	he	went	out	and	collected	
minerals – in this case in Ireland. The handwriting is not 
his	normal	style	and	this	may	well	be	a	field	label	similar	to	
some of the others as you will see below. He would have 
been about 37 when he collected this specimen.

The next group of labels, dating from when Sir Arthur was 
aged about 47, are all from specimens collected in northern 
Spain. One dated 29th May 1925, is for a dolomite specimen 
from Santander, Spain. This label also has the Rayner 
catalogue/specimen	 number	 ‘R805’.	 The	 labels	 shown	 in	
Figures	3	and	4	are	written	in	pencil	with	the	first	being	for	a	
specimen of epsomite while the second is for a specimen of 
“Calamine white” from Mina Superior, Andora district, Pira 
di Europa). Although it is not signed I believe it is in Sir 
Arthur’s hand.

The labels in Figures 5-7 are not dated but show some of his important collection purchases such as from Baroness 
Burdett-Coutts, Samuel Henson and Arthur Jenkin.

Fig. 1. Label for pyromorphite from County Wicklow.

Fig. 2. Label for dolomite from Santander, Spain. Fig. 3. Label for specmen of epsomite from Spain.

Fig. 4. Label for “Calamine White” from Mina Superior, 
Spain.
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The labels shown in Figures 8-10 are specimen notes which 
may also be Sir Arthur’s and which are slightly cryptic as 
though	uncertain	 in	name	or	 identification.	On	the	reverse	
side of the argentite label there is a note on another sample 
with reference to ‘X-ray 1934’.

The label shown in Figure 11 is for an amphibole specimen and is dated July 1935 and that shown in Figure 12 is for a 
garnet and hornblende specimen from Scourie, Sutherland. The label is dated 1936 and is signed A Russell (he would 
have been 58 at the time).

The two labels relating to specimens of garnet from Cornwall and County Galway shown in Figures 13 and 14 are 
intriguing as they are from Christopher Russell. Label 12 dated August 1944 signed A and C Russell and label 13 dated 
2nd September 1946 signed Christopher Russell.

Fig, 5. Label for cassiterite from Gaverigan Mine. Fig. 6. Label for gilbertite from Stenna Gwyn Mine.

Fig. 7. Label for specimen of beryl from Siberia.

Fig. 8. Label for argentite & pyrite from 
Schemnitz (Slovakia).

Fig. 9. Label for an un-named speci-
men from Sabugal (Portugal).

Fig. 10. Label for ennysite from 
Carlyon Bay, Cornwall.

Fig. 11. Label for amphibole from Rosshire, Scotland. Fig. 12. Label for garnet and hornblende from Scourie, 
Scotland.

Fig. 13. Label for garnet from St. Columb, Cornwall. Fig. 14. Label for garnet from Co. Galway, Ireland.
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(N.B.	Christopher	Russell	was	Sir	Arthur’s	son	by	his	third	wife,	Marjorie.	He	would	have	been	9	years	old	in	1946.
Editor.)

The label shown in Figure 15 is attached to a specimen of natrolite from the 
Isle of Skye, Scotland. I have others that include, for example, native silver 
from Canada and bertrandite from the Cheesewring Quarry on the eastern 
side of Bodmin Moor, Cornwall.

Within	the	cabinet,	I	did	also	find	most	of	the	mineral	specimens	that	go	with	
these labels. Unfortunately, many others had become separated from their 
labels, though I strongly believe they had passed through Sir Arthur’s hands 
at some point. Some of the other specimens have similar intriguing labels 
from other past and contemporary (to Sir Arthur) collectors. These include 
labels from Philip Rashleigh, Sir W.W. Smyth, Wilson Lowry, D. Forbes FRS, 
Franz Reichenheim, James Gregory, Dr August Krantz, W. Haidinger, William 
Shaw, Thomas Russell, Francis H. Butler, Patrick Doran, Henry Heuland, 
Samuel Henson, Joseph Joseph, John Lavin, George Richards, Hugh Ford, 
James Tennant, William Davidson, Ottinger, Nemeczeck, Richard Talling, 
Bolander, Henry Ludlum, Issac Walker, Goldstein, John Blackwood, G. Muller, 
John Graves, Leonard Spencer, Brogger, Comptoir (Swisse), John Garby, 
Sowerby, John St. Aubyn, Henry Ward, Scott Williams, F. Stromeyer, Sydney 
Buckman(?) and some from European museums.

Now here are some further examples where I would be grateful for your combined ideas and expertise.

The aluminite label (with one paper German label) shown in Figure  16 is written on card that was once a map and shows 
the	location	of	the	resting	place	of	HMS	Venerable	that	sank	in	1811	off	the	French	coast.

I think that the label shown in Figure 17 and dated 1854  may be a 
Robert Allen label (?). It refers to a specimen of pisolitic iron oxide 
and mentions ‘Bristowe and Gibbs of the MPS’.

Fig.15. Characteristic Russell label 
affixed to a specimen of natrolite from 

Skye.

Fig. 16. Labels relating to a specimen of 
aluminite from Halle, Germany.

Fig 17. Label for a specimen of pisolitic iron ore from 
 “the Isle of Ui....” - “I think”!

Fig 18. Label for a specimen of Ostraea liassica from the 
Blue Liass rocks at Lavernock.

Fig. 19. Label for a specimen of diamond from Kimberley.
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The	label	for	a	specimen	of	Ostraea	Liassica	from	the	Portland	Quarries	at	Lavernock,	near	Cardiff	which	is	shown	in	
Figure 18 may well be that of Bryce McMurdo Wright. The label shown in Figure 19 is from Sir W.W. Smyth and refers 
to a specimen of diamond from the Kimberley mines. It is dated 1875 and names early African explorers ‘Brot. Thenaby 
Mr C. Johnstone’. “New Rush” was the original name of the settlement arising from a diamond discovery in 1871 which 
was later renamed “Kimberley”.

The label for a specimen of quartz – resinite (opale) shown in Figure 20 
is dated 1822 and gives the location ‘Isle de Feroi’. This locality eludes 
me to this day and I have no idea as to where this sample is from. 
Possibly from “Iron Island” (?) or perhaps a French name for Faroe? 

Can you shed any more light on any of the places and people named or 
confirm	my	guesses?

In	conclusion	I	hope	that	some	of	you	found	this	journey	in	time	interesting,	
and that it enlightened you on how much historical information mineral 
labels can sometimes contain. The preservation of this information is as 
vital as that of the mineral itself!

Brian Craik-SmithFig. 20. Label for a specimen of Quartz var. opal 
from “Isle de Feroi”.
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Branch Meeting and Field Trip Reports
Friday 6th February, 2015. Northwest Branch Meeting.
Reporter: Christine Critchley.

11 People came to listen to Keith Snell talk about “The Stannaries”. We started by looking at the pieces of tin ore which 
Keith had brought, mainly water washed but some had been split to show crystals of cassiterite.  All were ‘heavy’ and this 
led	into	the	talk.	Although	tin	is	rare	in	Britain	it	is/was	relatively	common	in	the	SW	region	covering	Devon	and	Cornwall.	
Using geological maps the important areas and outcrops of granite were discussed. The 80 miles length of Cornwall, 
apparently	joined	to	England	by	just	three	bridges	and	seven	miles	of	land,	has	a	granite	backbone.	From	this	streams	
run in a north-south direction. The ore, found within the granite, tended to be washed down these streambeds as it was 
released by natural decay of the granite mass. It was, initially, this accessible tin which was exploited by the ‘miners’ as 
the methods used to obtain and extract it were ‘simple’. The basic ore is cassiterite, an oxide showing orange to black 
tetragonal	crystals.		Keith	mentioned	the	famous	‘tin	diamonds’	and	the	fine	needles	of	tin,	called	‘sparable	tin’.		The	
tin in the streams sank due to its density and collected in the ‘silt’ and rocks at the base of each stream. This tin has 
been ‘mined’ since Roman times, right up to the 20th century. Dartmoor has large deposits of tin and lots of this is still 
in the ground. However the ore is well dispersed and therefore expensive to recover. The moor also has National Park 
status, so this ore is destined to stay in the ground. The future of tin mining in Cornwall is brighter, the deposits here are 
workable	but	the	price	of	tin	needs	to	rise	for	them	to	be	profitable.	But	we	get	ahead	of	ourselves	…

Keith	looked	at	methods	of	mining	tin.	Prospecting	for	suitable	sites	is	the	first	stage.	This	 is	followed	by	streaming:	
working the alluvial deposits where the cassiterite has collected in depressions in the land. Streaming involves diverting 
the stream which originally brought the tin, raising a launder, loading the alluvial ground into the launder, then (a little 
like gold panning) washing this with water to remove the grit and stones to leave the denser tin in the launder trapped 
by the ribs. After streaming the ore was smelted on site, which gave rise to the many granite ingot moulds to be found 
around	tin	streams.	Keith	showed	a	photo	of	some	of	these	crude	but	effective	moulds.	These	ingots	were	then	taken	
to	be	stamped	by	the	stannary	official	at	the	stannary	towns.	The	ingots	were	then	ready	to	be	re-smelted.	Ingots	of	
100 to 200 pounds were assayed and tax paid on these. Keith then gave us some insight into the uses of tin, the main 
one mentioned being the production of pewter tankards! It was also used to line lead piping, to prevent lead poisoning.

With the aid of photos of sites and images of tin workings Keith explained the processes and the formation of tin lodes 
in granite, with tin and copper deposits being deeper in the aureole in the Cornish sites. Tin streaming was simple and 
could	be	carried	out	by	many	people	as	it	did	not	need	any	‘expertise’,	just	common	sense.	Deep	mining	developed	in	
the 18th century and, due to the rising price of tin, this became viable.  There were 48 known tin mines in Devon, with 
sites like Eylesbarrow and the Vitifer-BirchTor complex being productive for many years. Images of these mines in 
glorious sunshine (some photographers have all the luck) showed Cornwall and Devon in an ‘unusual light’!  On many 
of	our	field	trips	it	rains!

Keith was asked about the terms ‘stannary’ and ‘stannary towns’. He explained that the word stannary is historically 
applied to a tin mine, especially in Cornwall or Devon. It can also be applied to a region containing tin works, mines, 
refineries,	assay	offices;	a	chartered	region	containing	the	works	and	its	workers.	Other	times	it	refers	to	the	‘stannary	
town’ constituting the administrative centre of such a region or any of the courts or parliaments established to maintain 
the rights of such a charter. The principal role of a stannary town was the collection of tin coinage, the proceeds of which 
were passed to the Duchy of Cornwall or to the Crown. With the abolition of tin coinage in 1838 (following petitioning 
by the Cornish tin industry), the principal purpose for coinage town status ceased. However coinage towns still retained 
certain historic rights to appoint stannators to Cornwall’s Stannary Parliament. Devon stannaries are usually referred 
to	by	the	names	of	stannary	towns,	these	being	where	refined	tin	(or	white	tin)	was	assessed,	coined,	and	sold.	They	
were also the location for some of the institutions associated with the operation of the stannary. King Edward I’s 1305 
Stannary Charter established Tavistock, Ashburton and Chagford as Devon’s stannary towns, with a monopoly on all tin 
mining	in	Devon,	a	right	to	representation	in	the	Stannary	Parliament	and	a	right	to	the	jurisdiction	of	the	Stannary	Courts.	
Plympton	became	the	fourth	Devon	stannary	town	in	1328	after	a	powerful	lobby	persuaded	the	Sheriff	of	Devon	that	
being nearer the sea it had better access for merchants. The Devon stannary towns are on the fringes of Dartmoor, the 
granite	upland	which	bore	the	tin.	No	definition	of	the	boundaries	of	the	Devon	stannaries	is	known,	if	indeed	one	ever	
existed. The four Cornish stannaries were Penwith and Kerrier, most of the hundreds of Penwith and Kerrier (including 
the granite outcrops of Land’s End and Carnmenellis); Tywarnhale, St Agnes and the Carn Brea area; Blackmore, the 
Hensbarrow granite upland, now known as the St Austell moors or the china clay country; and Foweymore, the historic 
name	for	Bodmin	Moor.		The	geographical	jurisdiction	of	each	Cornish	stannary	was	more	clearly	demarcated	than	in	
Devon, as each represented a separate tin-bearing area, but the boundaries were not precisely laid down. The relative 
productivity of the stannaries varied greatly and was not related to their size. The towns at which coinage was carried 
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out in Cornwall varied over time. The Cornish coinage towns included, at various times, Penzance, Truro, Helston, 
St Austell, Bodmin, Liskeard and Lostwithiel. Penryn twice attempted to acquire coinage town status, supported by 
Falmouth, but failed on both occasions due to strong opposition from the established coinage towns. The Lord Warden 
of	the	Stannaries	exercised	judicial	and	military	functions	in	Cornwall	and	is	still	the	official	who,	upon	the	commission	
of the monarch or the Duke of Cornwall, has the function of calling a Stannary Parliament of tinners. The last Stannary 
Parliament	 convened	by	a	Lord	Warden	of	 the	Stannaries	 sat	 in	 1753.	The	 first	 Lord	Warden	of	 the	Stannaries	of	
Cornwall and Devon was William de Wrotham, who was appointed during the reign of Richard I on 20 November 1197. 
The current holder of the post is Nicholas Bacon.

Having answered all questions, Keith was thanked, refreshments were served and discussions continued until well after 
10 p.m..

27th March 2015. Northwest Branch Meeting.
Reporter: Christine Critchley

The main business comprised a talk on “The History of Mineral Collecting in Britain: The earliest times to the early 19th 
century” by Tom Cotterell, Senior Curator – Mineralogy, Amgueddfa Cymru, National Museum Wales. Fourteen members 
were present for Tom’s presentation. Tom initially explained how he developed an interest in the topic whilst identifying 
old collections and looking at old labels. He then gave details of the early history (from 1577) of rock, fossils, and soils 
up to the ‘age of enlightenment’ in the mid-18th century when the ‘science of mineralogy’ started to develop.  This took 
the	form	of	classifications	of	rocks,	soils,	fossils	and	minerals,	the	term	‘mineralogy’	arriving	about	1784	when	Richard	
Kirwan	produced	 the	first	English	publication	 ‘Elements of Mineralogy’, though others were ‘earlier’ in countries like 
Germany.  These early descriptions were on appearance and or composition, as far as the ‘composition’ was known in 
those days.  Continuing the trend towards a standard mineral system Jameson wrote ‘A System of Mineralogy’ in 1804.

The next topic covered which groups of people actually 
collected minerals, these included academics, the social 
elite, the clergy, businessmen, and mineral dealers.  Each 
of these groups was investigated in more detail looking at 
what they did and how this brought them into ‘minerals’ and 
collecting, why they collected, where they collected, what they 
collected, the current location of these collections if known, 
details of any catalogues and illustrated documentation 
produced alongside the collections, any links between the 
collectors	and	 the	collections,	and	details	of	 their	 influence	
on mineralogy.

With the aid of illustrations and photos we were introduced 
to:

The academics: Sir Hans Sloane (1660-1753), Edward 
Lhwyd (1660-1709), John Woodward (1665-1728), John 
Hill (1714-1775), Richard Kirwan (1733-1812), Charles Hatchett (1765-1847), Thomas Charles Hope (1766-1844), Dr 
Thomas	Thomson	(1773-1852),	Professor	Robert	Jameson	(1774-1854),	and	finally	Sir	Humphry	Davy	(1778-1829).

The social elite: John Stuart, 3rd Earl of Bute, KG, PC (1713-1792), Margaret Cavendish Harley Bentinck, Duchess of 
Portland (1715-1785), Thomas Pennant (1726-1798), Philip Rashleigh, FRS (1729-1811), Rt. Hon. Charles Francis 
Greville, PC, FRS (1749-1809), Sir Abraham Hume, 2nd Baronet (1749-1838), Lady Frances Douglas (née Scott) 
(1750-1817), Georgiana Cavendish (née Spencer), Duchess of Devonshire (1757-1806), Francis Basset, 1st Baron 
de Dunstanville and Basset (1757-1835), Henrietta Antonia Clive (née Herbert), Countess of Powis (1758-1830), Sir 
John St. Aubyn, 5th Baronet (1758-1839), Lady Louisa Finch (née Thynne), Countess of Aylesford (1760-1832), Lady 
Elizabeth Anne Coxe Hippisley (née Horner) (1760-1843), John Hawkins, landowner and mine owner (1761-1841), 
David Pennant, FRS (1763-1841), Robert Ferguson, FRS (1767-1840), Alexander Hamilton, 10th Duke of Hamilton, 7th 
Duke of Brandon, KG, PC, FRS, FSA (1767-1852), Gilbert Laing Meason (1769-1832), Richard Temple Nugent Brydges 
Chandos Grenville, Duke of Buckingham, KG, PC  (1776-1839), Dr Richard Simmons (1781-1846), Angela Georgina 
Burdett-Coutts, Baroness Burdett-Coutts (1814-1906).

The businessmen Dr William Hunter, physician, FRS (1718-1783), Matthew Boulton, industrialist, FRS (1728-1809), 
William Withering, physician (1741-1799), William Lowndes, chief tax inspector (1752-1828), John Williams (III), mine 

From the collection of Georgiana Cavendish, Duchess of 
Devonshire (1757-1806). Chalcopyrite overgrowing baryte 

with malachite included calcite. Ecton mines.
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owner (1753-1841), Wilson Lowry, artist (1762-1824), Alexander Crichton, physician (1763-1856), Edmund Waller 
Rundell,	jeweller	(c.	1768-1857),	Charles	Hampden	Turner	(c.	1773-1856),	Thomas	Allan,	banker	(1777-1833),	John	
Williams (IV), mine owner (1777-1849), Joseph Carne, banker (1782-1858), Joseph Neeld, barrister (1789-1856), Isaac 
Walker, brewer (1794-1853), and Robert Hyde Greg, mill owner (1795-1875).

The mineral dealers: Adolarius Jacob Forster (1739-1806), John Mawe (1766-1829), John Henry Heuland (1778-1856), 
Alexander Rose (1781-1860), and John Lavin (1796-1856).

Following the presentation Tom answered questions. A vote of thanks was given and refreshments were served 
(many	 thanks	 to	John	V	 for	providing	 the	coffee).	Members	started	 to	disperse	at	about	10:30pm	having	gained	an	
‘enlightenment of the early history of mineralogy’.

Saturday 4th April 2015. Southern Branch visit to Whatley Quarry, Somerset.
[ST 720475] 
Leader: Chris Finch. Reporter: Tony House.

Our instructions were to be there at 08:30 for a 09:00 start. I left home in Frome in pouring rain at 07:45, wanting to put 
a proposal to Hanson Plc about becoming the wildlife warden for a local area called Vallis and was surprised to see two 
of the six collectors for the day’s trip there already (keen or what?). As always, the reception we received from Martin 
Symons,	Production	Manager	and	his	staff	at	Whatley	was	second	to	none.	“Tea,	coffee	and	toilets	in	the	office	lads.	
Help yourselves”. Excellent!

By	the	appointed	hour	(having	dried	out	by	then),	all	signed	in	and	safety	briefing	over,	we	were	driven	two	at	a	time	
about a mile up to Bench 2 where a fair amount of “red” material could be seen at the north ends of some of the benches. 
However, nothing collectable was found there, other than rotted hematite with a bit of calamine. However, if you don’t 
look	you	don’t	find.	There	were	a	few	calcite	nodules	to	explore,	so	most	people	got	stuck	into	those	instead.	One	was	
found	containing	good	calcite	crystals,	fine	enough	to	be	hawked	about	by	hand	all	day	to	protect	 it.	I	did	find	small	
pyrites inside one, but already had better so I left it on a rock for someone else.

It is fascinating that these nodules (supposedly originally of anhydrite) are the result of a three hundred and thirty odd 
million year old coral reef that grew in a shallow sea, as the Bahamas are today, and actually south of the equator. 
If you’ve done a bit of diving, all the signs are there. Dark black, foul smelling oily limestone derived from the plants 
and other growths; fragments to whole fantastic beds of crinoids; gigantic corals (often 600 mm long) mixed in with 
colonial	and	smaller	corals;	hollow	bivalves	with	tiny	water	clear	calcite	and	fluorite	crystals;	nodules	containing	fluorite,	
dolomite, pyrite, baryte and blobs of hydrocarbon looking like Vaseline. There can occasionally be millerite crystals, 
could there even be gold?

Bench	3	was	much	the	same,	with	good	nodules	hard	to	find,	but	one	pile	of	boulders	produced	good	calcite	crystals	
to 20 mm with 3 mm blebs of tiny quartz crystals probably associated with the hydro-thermal gasses that rose during 
tectonic	movements	in	this	area.	The	two	mineralised	veins,	some	fifteen	metres	apart	and	running	parallel	with	one	
another	proved	to	be	much	more	interesting.	One	was	half	a	metre	wide	and,	at	first	sight,	it	appeared	to	have	a	band	
of manganese running up its central length. We could not get close as it was on a working face but this was in fact a 
coal black clayey material. I could only assume this was the remains of rotted iron ore with red hematite coating the 
outer edges. The larger vein was what you might expect on Mendip; a metre or so wide with every colour of hematite 
and a central area having pod-like manganese structures formed next to white crystalline calcite. Unfortunately there 
was	little	material	on	the	floor	to	be	inspected.	Later,	reviewing	the	
video clips I took, there appears to be good malachite in the lower 
section	but	just	a	bit	higher	is	the	green	clay-like	Triassic	infill,	so	
it’s	very	difficult	to	distinguish	on	film.	

At about 12:00 we walked back some half a mile then doubled 
back on ourselves to drop down to the lower levels. On Bench 
7 we found another exposed hematite vein containing a large 
vugh of brown calcite crystals to 150 mm but again these were 
uncollectable, being in a working face. “Frustrating” isn’t the word! 
I had to leave at this point but I gather that, later, the dump area 
was investigated although it yielded very little this time.
Among the wildlife seen were a pair of kestrels hovering, a pair of 
buzzards,	 ravens,	 crows,	 jackdaws	and	a	peregrine	 falcon.	Fox	 Large calcite lined vug - observed but not collected!
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footprints	were	seen	along	the	top	edge	of	a	pile	of	fine	gravel	and	various	butterflies	and	bumble	bees	were	in	evidence.

As always the Society wishes to thank Hanson Plc for allowing access and in particular Martin Symons the Production 
Manager and his team. We all had a great day.

Saturday 11th April 2015. Southern Branch Trip to Durnford Quarry, Gloucestershire. [ST 535 714]
Leader & Reporter: Chris Finch.

The	Russell	Society	was	last	at	Durnford	a	year	ago	as	part	of	the	field	trips	associated	with	the	2014	Annual	Society	
meeting. At that time the quarry was not being worked and was the base for a recycling operation only. Over the last 
year the improvement in the economy has led to an increase in demand for aggregates and Durnford is operational 
once again. However, there is limited life left at the quarry as the long term plans are to create an amphitheatre shaped 
excavation and return the site for recreational use by Bristol City Council. The plans include a limited excavation at the 
upper	levels	and	filling	in	of	the	lower	levels	to	create	the	required	end	shape.

The trip on this occasion was able to explore the upper levels where a limited amount of rock was available.  The 
previous manager had kindly facilitated this trip and the new quarry manager was very welcoming of the Russell Society 
and	after	the	safety	briefing	we	were	transported	to	the	top	level	to	work	our	way	down!

The working benches are roughly aligned north-south and the present 
working areas with much blasted material in evidence were at the northern 
end. All levels had much evidence of iron mineralisation increasing to the 
southern end of the three upper benches, At Level 1, the upper level, the 
iron in the form of hematite acted as a cement in a coarse conglomerate 
and limited cavities were present but the few small cavities did contain 
small pinky baryte that contrasted well with the black goethite. The second 
level had a recent blast at the northern end that prevented access to the 
richer areas where manganese mineralisation had been found in the past. 
At Level 3 there was much goethite in evidence and cavities! A range of 
minerals was found but unfortunately none of the secondary manganese 
mineralisation. At Level 3 the rich boulders of goethite did have the 
occasional cavity that contained goethite in stalactitic like formations to 
several inches and some of the goethite was covered in clear quartz. 
The quartz crystals ranged from 2 mm to 2 cm and when combined with 
the black goethite produced aesthetic specimens. At this level there was 
evidence of manganese, with its distinctive matt black colour but it was all 
in the form of a soft wad, sadly no rhodochrosite. 

The attendees included some members who had not been to Durnford before and so there were many heavy bags taken 
out of the quarry but everyone took home specimens so the visit proved a success. 

Our thanks go to Lafarge Tarmac Group for allowing access to the quarry, and particularly to the Quarry Manager, 
Nelson Scott for being so helpful and providing transport in and out of the quarry.

Saturday 11th April 2015. Southwest Branch visit to Bampfylde Mine North Molton, Devon [SS 738 328]
Leader and Reporter:  David Roe 

The Russell Society SW Branch visit to Bampfylde was down on numbers of attendees this year but they were amply 
rewarded by the beautiful spring weather with clear blue skies and a light wind.  The Field Trip Leader arrived a little later 
than	he	intended	at	10	minutes	before	the	start	time	only	to	find	the	carpark	was	empty.		By	11	am	he	was	tormented	with	
feelings of doubt and was frantically checking to make sure he was at the right place, on the right day and in the right 
year	which	continued	until	the	first	car	arrived.		A	little	later	the	second	car	appeared	having	been	delayed	by	chicken	
feeding and horse wrangling and eventually the long winding road from Cornwall disgorged its travellers and we were 
ready for action..

For most of the day the party was scattered across this large and fascinating site.  Some were hoping that the winter rain 
had	washed	off	the	micaceous	haematite	from	the	material	on	the	recently	moved	lower	tips;	others	climbed	to	the	top	
of the valley side to the old workings where a forestry track has recently been bulldozed.  Two expeditions also scaled  

Stalactitic goethite lining a cavity.
Field of view = 10 cm.
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the top of the opposite side of the valley which has been very out of fashion with collectors in the last few years.

Overall the mineral pickings were limited despite the abundance of weathered green coating – some pleasant sprays 
of malachite and one super 50 x 50 mm specimen well covered with deep blue green pseudomalachite. The latter was 
found lying in the path where presumably it had been washed down by the rain.  Under the microscope one specimen 
was	found	to	have	numerous	(but	tiny)	glossy	deep	blue	crystals.	At	first	sight	they	were	thought	to	be	azurite	but	on	
further consideration it was postulated that they might be tarnished digenite – a complex copper sulphide that has been 
previously reported from this site.

A few bags of micaceous earth were taken from the western tip for gold panning in the comfort of the garden – all in all 
everyone had a pleasantly relaxing day in pursuit of minerals.

Our thanks to the Land Agents for the estate for allowing us access to this private land.

Friday 24th to Sunday 26th April 2015. Society ASM Weekend.

Friday 24th April. ASM Weekend. Forest of Dean Geological Tour.
Leader: Tom Cotterell.  Reporter: Denis Martin. 

Members	attending:-	Carole	Allaway	Martin,	Tom	Cotterell,	Lynda	Garfield,	Denis	Martin,	Gary	Morse,	Dave	Wellings.

Long before this AGM was planned, about 360 million years ago (Ma), during the early Carboniferous period, vast 
horizontal beds of Devonian age sandstone (Old Red Sandstone and Brownstone Series) - the result of North Wales 
mountain erosion and transportation to the Forest of Dean area - were covered by tropical seas, as the area subsided. 
Here the Carboniferous Limestone Series were deposited.

As a result of the Variscan Orogeny, compressive forces from the southeast produced folding in the rock, resulting in 
the	formation	of	a	major	syncline	passing	approximately	North	to	South	through	the	Forest	of	Dean	area.	Then	followed	
a period of elevation, weathering and then sinking and re-submergence allowing the deposition of coal-bearing strata 
(Upper Coal Measures) under alternating swamp-like and deltaic conditions in a low-lying coastal environment during 
Upper Carboniferous times (315 Ma). The whole area was then gently re-folded and the original syncline accentuated. 
The ‘pulsed’ compression of the Variscan was the product of various land masses, including the Avalonian island arc 
terrane (SW Britain) and the Armorican microcontinent terrane (Brittany and Iberia), colliding over the period 360 Ma to 
290Ma. Since then the area was uplifted and eroded to its present condition.

This was the explanation of the development of the geology of the Forest of Dean given to members by Tom Cotterell, 
who	led	this	geologically	orientated	field	trip.	We	met	at	the	car	park	at	grid	ref.	SO	627	095	where	we	examined	the	
Geomap. This is a two dimensional display, set in the ground, of the geology of the Forest of Dean. Each area of the 
map	is	made	up	of	rocks	specific	to	that	area.	Having	completed	a	risk	assessment	and	been	briefed	by	Tom,	we	then	
drove to a car park at grid ref. SO 658 098. From here we followed a forest track in a SSW direction, walking along the 
strike of the Devonian rocks. Frequent boulders of quartz conglomerate gave an indication of the underlying Upper Old 
Red Sandstone Series. The track eventually swung around to the WNW at right angles to the strike of the rocks. The 
track	followed	the	contour	line	about	50	metres	above	the	valley	floor	and	25	metres	above	a	disused	railway	line	which	
are frequent in the Forest of Dean. With the rocks steeply dipping to the west we quickly crossed from the Old Red 
Sandstone	sequence,	up	into	Lower	Carboniferous	age	rocks.	Small	outcrops	along	the	track	confirmed	our	progression	
through geological time.

We then entered the disused Howbeech Slade Quarry in the Carboniferous Limestone Series at grid ref. SO 646 090. 
Here Tom demonstrated that the dip of the limestone on this, the eastern side of the Forest of Dean, is about 70 degrees 
to the WNW and that dolomite had replaced variable amounts of the calcite within the limestone. Following a steep track 
to	a	smaller	quarry	 immediately	above	 the	first	 	we	were	shown	an	unconformity	between	the	Lower	Carboniferous	
Limestone (70 degree dip) and the Carboniferous age Upper Coal Measures (30 degree dip). This demonstrated that 
the Lower Carboniferous age limestones were folded, uplifted and eroded and then subsided into a shallow shoreline 
environment where the coal deposits were then laid down. The unconformity suggests a gap in deposition of about 20 
million years.

Our route then proceeded further up the hill and into the Coal Measures sequence. Here there was abundant evidence 
of widespread ground disturbance associated with numerous small drift mines that follow the shallow dipping coal 
seams into the hillside. The pits, piles of blackened debris and remains of rail trackways were evidence that the coal 
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seams outcrop at these sites. The coal within the Forest of Dean is considered to be low grade. As a primary result of low 
temperature	metamorphism,	the	coal	still	contains	significant	amounts	of	water	and	volatiles.	Methane,	however,	is	not	
a	feature	of	this	coal;	it	is	likely	that,	if	formed,	it	diffused	out	into	the	associated	sandstone	beds.		There	is	no	evidence	
to suggest that the Coal Measures in the Forest of Dean were ever covered by Triassic or more recent rocks. Therefore 
during	its	formation	the	coal	was	never	subjected	to	the	higher	burial	pressures	and	temperatures	which	produced	the	
anthracitic	coals	in	the	thicker	Coal	Measures	in	the	South	Wales	Coalfield.

Our trip then crossed the hill summit to another valley, where we passed down from the Coal Measures again to the 
Carboniferous	Limestone	Series	which	was	exposed	as	a	line	parallel	to	the	valley	floor	but	100	metres	above	it.	It	is	
within these strata - the Whitehead Limestone, Crease Limestone and the Lower Dolomite that the Forest of Dean iron 
deposits are predominantly found. The old workings are thus linear, following the iron bearing strata along strike at the 
surface outcrop. The workings, known locally as ‘Scowles’ are likely to be the result of mining activity opening up and 
extending	pre-existing	natural	solution	cavities	or	fissures.	It	is	thought	that	the	iron	originated	in	acidic	solutions	from	the	
coal deposits above and then passed into the underlying layers where, due to changes in Eh and pH, it was deposited as 
goethite (historically called brown haematite). In this area, grid ref. SO 651 106, where the dip is about 80 degrees the 
mining shafts were near vertical and at our site were reportedly 300 metres deep. This necessitated complex ventilation 
and pumping facilities, the remains of which are still visible, giving this particular site the name ‘Chimney Scowles’.
As	the	field	trip	had	followed	a	circular	route	it	was	now	not	far	back	to	our	cars.

This trip gave a really good overview of Forest of Dean geology and the interfacing with local mineral needs and 
exploitation and was well appreciated by those members attending.

Friday 24th April 2015: ASM Weekend Visit to Snailbeach Lead Mine, near Shrewsbury, Shropshire. 
[SJ 373 022]
Leader Nick Southwick (Shropshire Mines Trust). Reporter: Philip Taylor

This	pre-AGM/conference	Friday	field	trip	at	Snailbeach	Mine	was	arranged	for	delegates	travelling	south	for	the	ASM	
weekend in Coleford, Forest of Dean.  Seven members met at 12 p.m. in the Snailbeach Village Hall car park and were 
met by two members of the Shropshire Mines Trust; Nick Southwick leading the party, assisted by John Davies.  The 
NGR quoted above is that for the car park, as this is central to the various historical remains.

Despite being a little overcast, the weather remained mild and pleasant for our extensive four hour tour of both surface 
and underground workings.  This visit was dedicated to the mining history and industrial archaeology of the site, the 
origin of which lies in the Roman era.  A number of large (86 kg) lead ingots have been found, dated AD 117-138 and 
bearing the name of the Emperor Hadrian; analysis of which gives a silver content of two ounces (57 g) per ton.  Roman 
mining engineers would preferentially exploit argentiferous galena deposits and their open trenches and shallow levels 
were still visible in the middle nineteenth century.

The	village	of	Snailbeach	and	the	adjacent	mine	are	situated	on	the	wooded	
northern slopes of Resting Hill, some 12 miles SW of Shrewsbury. The host 
rocks comprise of early Ordovician accumulations of grits and shales, termed 
the Mytton Flags.  These sediments extend to over 2000 ft (610 m) in thickness 
and	once	lithified,	were	soon	subjected	to	tectonic	folding	and	faulting	during	
the Caledonian Orogeny.  Near-vertical faults with associated fracture swarms 
pervaded the local region around Snailbeach and during the Devonian, metal-
rich hot brines ascended and deposited ore and gangue minerals into the 
accommodation space provided by the open fault and fracture network.  The 
primary ores of Snailbeach are baryte, galena, pyrite, sphalerite and witherite, 
with minor cerussite, chalcopyrite and pyromorphite, and quartz and calcite 
constituting the gangue.  At the end of the tour some members searched the 
White	Tips	for	specimens,	finding	reference	examples	of	baryte,	sphalerite,	
galena and calcite, the latter sometimes displaying a distinct pale lilac hue.

The	tour	began	at	the	mine	offices,	George’s	Shaft	and	the	blacksmith’s	shop,	
which is sympathetically preserved as if still operational, giving a wonderful 
feel of how it must have once been.  One building here also contains an 
excellent museum where we watched a short video on mine.  As well as much 
poster information, there are also good displays of Snailbeach minerals, 
mining artefacts and perhaps the best model I have ever seen depicting the 

The group observing the restoration work 
on the Engine House at Snailbeach Mine.
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mine complex in its heyday.  From here we walked to the Day Level (driven in 1848) and proceeded along a straight 
adit which opens into a large chamber containing Engine Shaft.  A sturdy metal grid covers the shaft allowing the visitor 
to gaze down towards water level and upwards to daylight.  On exiting the level, a short walk uphill took us to the top of 
this	shaft	and	the	majestic	remains	of	Engine	House,	which	once	contained	a	60”	Cornish	engine.		From	surface,	Engine	
Shaft descends vertically to the 342 yard level and then inclined to the 462 yard level, a true vertical distance of 450 m 
from surface.  At the time of our visit, extensive restoration was underway on the Engine House, with a team of many 
men busy at work.

Descending the hillside along a gently meandering path, we passed the old magazine building with its double walled 
construction to direct any explosion, should it occur, upwards rather than horizontally.  The portal of Perkins Level was 
then entered and this formed the main underground tour.  An extensive network of drives and stopes were explored, 
looking at many good examples of mining artefacts and mineralisation.  In the upper Baryte Stope, a well preserved 
miner’s chain ladder ascends the near-vertical footwall, disappearing well beyond the reach of any lamp.  At another 
part of this level, a very large stoped out chamber was reached extending about 40 m and some 22 m high.  This area 
could not be entered, but pillars at its entrance display excellent examples of complex mineralisation, wherein sulphides 
pervade anastomosing and cross-radiating fracture sets within the massive quartz veins.  Representative samples of 
galena were collected here, but not from the pillars, so as to preserve the remarkable features.

The tour ended with a walk back to the village, with stops to see the reservoir which provided water for the mineral 
processing	plant;	the	upper	works	dressing	floor	dating	from	the	1930’s	and	finally	the	Black	Tom	Shaft	and	winding	
engine	shed.	Our	sincere	thanks	go	to	Nick	and	John	for	what	can	only	be	described	as	a	first	class	tour	of	this	once	
very important mine.

Saturday 25th April 2015. The Russell Society 2015 AGM. Summary of the Minutes

This is an overview of the Minutes from the Society’s 2015 AGM. The full Minutes can be found on the Society’s website. 
Any members who are unable to download a copy of the Minutes via the website; please contact Michael Dunmore for 
a paper copy – contact details are in the inside back cover.

The AGM was held at Bells Hotel, Coleford, Gloucestershire on 25th April 2015 and was attended by 42 members; with 
apologies from seven members. The Minutes of the 2014 AGM were agreed by all present as a true record of the 2014 
AGM.	The	meeting	then	heard	reports	from	the	officers	of	the	Society:

Tom Cotterell (President) gave an overview of the Society’s position and change during the last year, and continued 
to emphasise the importance of member involvement in the Society’s activities, particularly as several Branches are 
struggling to operate due to not enough, or no, committee members. Tom has further supported Branch activities in 
recent months with talks on the theme of ‘Historic British Mineral Collectors’.

Regarding	 the	Society’s	financial	position,	Tom	referred	 to	a	windfall	of	 income	 from	publishing	 royalties	along	with	
reclaimed gift aid, which has allowed us to once again keep subscriptions at the same level, whilst continuing to produce 
the same quality programme of events and publications that we all love. Tom also referred to the importance of the 
safety	of	members	participating	in	field	trips	and	the	importance	of	the	recently	introduced	‘permissions’	for	the	Journal.

Following his presentation, Tom presented Denis Martin with a copy of Andrew Tindle’s book Minerals of Britain and 
Ireland to express thanks for his work as Treasurer over the last three years.

Christine Critchley (Vice President) summarised	field	trip	attendance	in	2014:	a	total	of	52	trips	with	a	total	of	386	person/
visits.	As	in	the	previous	year,	there	had	been	no	incidents	on	the	field	trips.	Christine	gave	an	overview	of	the	results	
of	a	recent	review	of	health	and	safety	policies,	including	important	guidance	for	field	trip	organisers	and	participants.	
Revised versions of the Society’s documents will be published in the very near future and posted to the website.

Christine	also	responded	to	recent	questions	regarding	the	ban	on	use	of	ropes	on	field	trips,	as	follows:	If	a	field	trip	
organiser	or	leader	as	a	part	of	their	risk	assessment	identifies	that	the	use	of	a	rope	is	required	to	enable	access	to	
the	field	trip	site	or	exit	from	it,	or	during	the	field	trip,	then	the	field	trip	must	not	take	place	as	a	part	of	the	calendar	of	
Russell	Society	events	and	activities.	If	during	a	field	trip	it	is	considered	that	a	rope	is	required	to	access	an	area	that	
was planned for visiting as a part of the trip, then this stage of the trip must not continue as the health and safety of 
participants must be paramount. This ban on the use of ropes includes the use of winches.

Michael	Dunmore	(General	Secretary)	explained	the	continuing	efforts	to	administer	the	Society	as	efficiently	as	possible	
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and in line with the Council budget. Also, work has also been carried out to develop a new website for the Society that 
can be more easily maintained by members than the current site, and which should be launched in the coming weeks.

Denis Martin (Treasurer) gave	a	presentation	to	explain	the	financial	position	for	2014;	covering	the	financial	year	from	
January 1st 2014 to December 31st 2014. His report was underpinned by the Independent Examiner’s assessment of the 
Society’s Accounts for this period. The receipt of a Gift Aid claim for 2012 plus royalties from accessing Journal articles 
had	all	contributed	to	a	healthy	financial	situation	for	the	Society.	The Treasurer’s Report was unanimously accepted by 
those attending.

Neil Hubbard (Membership Secretary) provided an overview of membership numbers and trends, and expressed some 
concern about the overall trend in membership numbers over recent years. At 22nd April 2015 there were 362 members, 
with	 four	new	members	 joining	 in	2015.	Neil	also	encouraged	people	 to	respond	to	membership	reminders,	with	30	
reminders recently sent out.

Frank Ince (Journal Manager) explained the work undertaken in 2014 to produce JRS 17, summarised the production 
process,	contents,	distribution	and	related	financial	structure	–	as	well	as	the	plan	for	JRS	18	that	will	be	published	in	
December 2015. He also highlighted recent change to requirements for permissions related to Journal articles, including 
permission to collect samples and reproduction rights for images.

Frank also spoke about the Society’s Library and its sustainability; particularly as it is so rarely used as a reference 
source. He would welcome hearing from members with their thoughts on the future of the Library. A Library List can be 
found on the Society’s website. Lastly, Frank announced that he will be standing down as Journal Manager following the 
publication of JRS 18; receiving thanks for his substantial contribution to theJRS over many years.

Michael Doel (Newsletter Editor) presented highlights of the production and costs of Newsletter 65 and 66. He asked 
members to provide content for their Newsletter, particularly as the volume of contributions has fallen. He also asked 
that	 field	 trip	 reports	 are	 completed	 and	 submitted	 for	 the	Newsletter	 after	 every	 trip. Michael also referred to the 
permissions that have been adopted by the JRS, informing members that relevant aspects of these permissions would 
also apply to the Newsletter.

Michael Dunmore (General Secretary) stated that at the requested date of 12th March 2015, completed nominations 
had	been	received	for	each	Council	position	for	2015	/	2016,	with	the	exception	of	the	role	of	Treasurer.	As	there	was	
only one nomination received for each position except for Treasurer, a ballot of the membership is not required. The 
nominations received were:

Office Candidate
President Tom Cotterell
Vice-President Christine Critchley
General Secretary Michael Dunmore
Journal Manager Frank Ince
Membership Secretary Neil Hubbard

    
The nominations were unanimously supported by all present at the AGM. The Society’s Constitution allows for Council 
to	co-opt	an	eligible	Member	to	fill	any	vacancy	that	arises	on	the	Council.	Margaret	Ince	kindly	responded	that	she	
would be prepared to take on the role. This was unanimously supported by all present at the AGM. Tom Cotterell thanked 
Margaret for taking on this role once again, and asked members to consider if they would wish to put themselves forward 
for this role next year; providing the opportunity to learn about the role from Margaret in the interim.

Tom Cotterell announced the 2016 AGM would be hosted by the Northern Branch.

Michael Dunmore. Hon. Secretary.

Sunday 26th April 2015. AGM Weekend Visit to Noxon Park iron mines, near Bream, Forest of Dean, 
Gloucestershire [SO 594 058].
Leader and Reporter: Tom Cotterell (W&W).

5 members attended this visit to see an area of ‘scowles’. This term has been used for many hundreds of years to describe 
the mysterious, often chasm-like, landscapes found across a wide area of the Forest of Dean where Carboniferous age 
limestone (in particular the Crease Limestone) is associated with iron oxide mineralization. The scowles at Noxon Park 
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are	fenced	off	for	the	safety	of	walkers	who	might	not	be	aware	of	the	sometimes	precipitous	nature	of	the	scowles.

As part of our access agreement with the Forestry Commission and the Forest of Dean Cave Conservation and Access 
Group	(FoDCCAG)	we	were	allowed	to	walk	 into	 the	 fenced	off	areas	 to	explore	 this	unusual,	and	perhaps	unique,	
terrain, but we were not allowed to take geological hammers and were not allowed to remove any geological samples.

The scowles at Noxon Park are quite extensive covering an area of woodland 
some 2 km in length. Down dip, many of the scowles extend underground as 
cave systems with the compact, competent, Whitehead Limestone forming the 
roof (hence it’s local name – lidstone). The caves themselves have exploited the 
porous and heavily dolomitised Crease Limestone to form some sizable chambers 
as is well demonstrated at the nearby Clearwell Caves tourist attraction. The 
Crease	Limestone	is	not	just	dolomitised	(which	resulted	in	the	volume	change),	
but also haematised, and in many instances iron mineralization (always in the form 
of	goethite	–	historically	termed	brown	haematite)	has	infilled	the	caves	over	time.	
This is why there is often confusion over whether the iron workings in the Forest of 
Dean are caves, or mines.

The source of the iron is well documented in the literature and an identical 
process can been seen in other areas of Britain where Carboniferous Limestone 
hosted iron oxide mineralization occurs. Weathering and denudation of overlying 
Carboniferous Coal Measures strata containing huge quantities of iron in the 
form of clay ironstone, and pyrite within the coal itself, occurred during Permian 
and Triassic times. The acidic iron-laden solutions migrated downwards into the 
limestone dissolving the rock and depositing iron oxides.

Opinions on how the scowles within the limestone formed have changed over the 
years and we discussed the varying theories. There is no doubt that, however they 
formed, they are ancient features – Roman coins have been found buried in some 
of	the	scowles.	The	current	view	is	that	the	majority	of	scowles	are	natural	features	
–	collapsed	cave	systems	–	with	significant	mining	restricted	to	the	extension	of	
certain	 larger	underground	chambers	where	the	presence	of	 iron	oxide	infill	and	replacement	(of	 limestone)	 is	more	
obvious.	Iron	mineralization	exposed	at	surface	in	the	scowles	is	very	patchy	and	it	would	have	been	very	inefficient	to	
extract and process. In support of this is the absence of any obvious spoil tips – the volume of rock which would have 
had to have been removed to create the scowles through mining would have been colossal – suggesting that there were 
never any tips to begin with.

Our thanks go to the Forestry Commission and the Forest of Dean Cave Conservation and Access Group (FoDCCAG) 
for permission to visit the scowles at Noxon Park.

Sunday 26th April. ASM Weekend Visit to Ffos-y-frân Land Reclamation Site, near Merthyr Tydfil, South 
Wales [SO 094 058] – Main office, [SO 070 058].
Leader: Alan Thorogood. Reporter: Gary Morse.

The	Ffos-y-frân	Land	Reclamation	Site	is	a	major	land	restoration	operation	to	the	north-east	of	Merthyr	Tydfil	in	South	
Wales.	It	is	a	joint	development	being	undertaken	by	Miller	Argent	(South	Wales)	Ltd,	see	http://www.millerargent.co.uk/
projects/ffos-y-fran for more information. The company are working through 368 hectares (910 acres) of derelict former 
iron and coal mining sites to a depth of 180 metres (600 ft).

The rocks exposed at Ffos-y-frân Land Reclamation Site are the lowermost Lower Coal Series from the Lower Four 
Feet,	Lower	Seam	up	to	just	above	the	Big	Seam	which	correlates	with	the	Nine-Feet	Seam	at	Nant	Helen	Opencast	
Coal Site near Ystradgynlais. The mineralogy is virtually identical to other former colliery sites in the South Wales 
Coalfield	and	the	principal	source	of	interesting	specimens	is	within	the	argillaceous	sideritic	nodules	(clay	ironstone)	
which abound in the colliery waste of the area. The rocks are also very fossiliferous with some excellent Carboniferous 
plant fossils to be seen.

Seven members assembled in the main car park and were greeted by Georgina Taubman, Miller Argent Environmental 
Liaison	Officer,	 for	our	safety	and	site	 information	briefing.	After	getting	kitted	up	with	all	 the	required	PPE	we	were	
transported to the area we had been allocated for collecting. Before collecting started we took the opportunity to view the 

The group within the ‘scowles’ at 
Noxon Park. The opening in the 
background is the entrance to a 
cave system within the Crease 

Limestone which dips underground 
at approximately 30°
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very extensive and impressive working area of the site, which has to be seen to appreciate the scale of the work being 
undertaken at what is one of Europe’s largest operations of its kind. Obligatory group photographs taken (thanks to 
Georgina) we spread out over a pile of waste rocks comprising of coal shales, sandstones, coal and hopefully septarian 
clay ironstone nodules with abundant minerals.

The best clay ironstone nodules are those with a septarian 
structure	where	 the	 shrinkage	 cracks	 have	 been	 infilled	
with, typically, carbonates (calcite, ankerite, dolomite 
and siderite) and quartz. Hopefully within these there 
are cavities that allowed the formation of crystals with 
sufficient	 space	 for	 the	 rarer	minerals	 to	 form.	Breaking	
the larger nodules requires a lot of energy (big hammer) 
but the best will usually split along the mineralised cracks 
exposing the cavities. If you are very lucky the contents 
of the cavity will remain undamaged and attached. Every 
cavity	surface	was	inspected	under	magnification	to	check	
for the rarer sulphide minerals.

The	first	notable	find	was	by	Alan	Thorogood	with	some	
good	 sized	 (to	 approximately	 1	 cm),	 flattened,	 quartz	
crystals	 found	on	 a	 joint	 plane	 in	 a	 block	 of	 sandstone.	
From	then	on	people	were	making	good	finds	once	“the	eye	was	in”.	Barry	Pitt	found	some	very	good	millerite	(NiS)	
sprays in pearly-white siderite crystal-lined cavities and your reporter found similar cavities with felted masses of very 
fine	millerite.	The	siderite	plates	within	these	cavities	are	liberally	dusted	with	small	(sub-millimetre)	pyritohedrons	and	
what appear to be chalcopyrite crystals. One single cavity was found to contain, along with millerite, a single, small 
silvery octahedral crystal with striated faces that may possibly be siegenite (Ni,Co)3S4.

Annie Thorogood found a good-sized piece of marcasite and a large section of a fossil tree trunk in coal, which is now 
probably adorning her garden. The best quartz of the day was found by myself in a very large ironstone nodule that 
had	many	good-sized	quartz	crystals	in	large	siderite	lined	cavities.	Rather	than	risk	trimming	this	rock	in	the	field	the	
whole was transported back (again thanks to Georgina) for careful trimming with the result of several good sized quartz 
crystals the largest group being 7 cm in length.

Overall	a	good	morning	collecting,	finds	were	good	but	alas	none	of	the	true	“Merthyr	diamonds”,	these	being	the	clear,	
perfectly formed doubly-terminated quartz crystals, were discovered. Our thanks go to Miller Argent (South Wales) Ltd 
for permission to visit and collect specimens and, in particular, many thanks to Georgina for her hospitality, interest in 
our activities and for transporting the large specimens back to the car park.

Sunday 26th April 2015. ASM Weekend Visit to Dolyhir and Strinds Quarries, Old Radnor, Powys.
[SO 242 584]
Leader and Reporter: Steve Plant (W&W)

Ten	members	assembled	 for	 the	field	 trip.	The	group	headed	 initially	 towards	 the	northern	edge	of	 the	quarry	as	 it	
appeared that some quarrying had taken place in the vicinity of the original galena-tennantite vein exposed in 1995. No 
new mineralisation was apparent. The party spent some time collecting in the remnants of the copper zone within the 
limestone	sequence.	Some	malachite,	azurite,	djurleite	and	baryte	were	collected.

The party then moved on to the western side of the quarry where current quarrying operations had exposed fresh faces 
of the Silurian limestones. These were found to be barren of any mineralisation apart from occasional malachite staining 
and occasionally gold-coloured chalcopyrite plates associated with globules of pyrobitumen and calcite. After surveying 
the	 remaining	 levels	 nothing	 of	 significance	was	 found	 so	 the	 party	 descended	 to	 the	 bottom	 (sump)	 level.	 Some	
recent quarrying towards the NE had exposed a fresh face. This face revealed extensive barium mineralisation yielding 
alstonite, barytocalcite, baryte and witherite. The witherite was particularly abundant. Steve Warren was able to extract 
a large specimen containing elongated prismatic bunches of witherite up to 3 cm in length. Smaller blocky lustrous 
pyramidal crystals were also found. Associated with the witherite were clusters of bipyramidal alstonite crystals to 1 or 2 
mm	in	length.	Orange-red	coatings	of	realgar	were	also	noted	on	some	of	the	joint	planes	of	the	black	fissile	mudstones.

A large boulder found within the recent blast-pile yielded a vein of vuggy yellow barytocalcite up to 4 cms in width. 
Euhedral prismatic monoclinic crystals of barytocalcite occurred within the vughs. Further along the sump level, along 

The group preparing to enter the Fffos y fran site proper.
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the eastern side of the quarry, a series of vughs had been exposed 
within the Yat Wood formation. Within the pale green mudstones 
and sandstones were several vughs lined with euhedral calcites to 
1.5 cm in length. The calcites possessed inclusions of a spheroidal 
blue-black mineral and blebs of a blood-red material (realgar-
haematite?). Golden aggregates of a platy mineral were common, 
possibly	of	chalcopyrite/pyrite.	Long	prismatic	crystals	of	baryte	to	
1 cm, tainted a pale blue, and smaller crystals of harmotome were 
also relatively common amongst the calcite crystals. Several large 
specimens containing these associated minerals were extracted 
from	 the	 outcrop.	 Once	 the	 members	 had	 collected	 sufficient	
material it was time to depart.

Four keen members decided to prolong the visit and explore 
the	 adjacent	 Strinds	 quarry.	 This	 quarry	 is	 presently	 exclusively	
extracting limestone. Only traces of mineralisation were in evidence. Malachite staining, calcite, gypsum and pyrobitumen 
hydrocarbons were recorded. Whilst almost completely devoid of mineralisation a good specimen of the trilobite 
Dalmanites longi-caudatus was collected.

Sunday 26th April 2015. ASM Weekend Visit to Nant Helen Opencast Coal Site, Abercraf, Powys, Wales. 
[SN 832 112]
Leader: Roy Starkey. Reporter:  David Aubrey-Jones.

The Sunday morning following the AGM started cloudy and damp, but as we drove westwards into Wales blue skies 
greeted us. By the time we arrived at the mine we had sun, perfect weather for our visit. 

The	manager	started	off	by	briefing	us	on	the	site,	a	large	opencast	coal	mine	on	the	northern	outcrop	of	the	South	
Wales	Coalfield.	It	was	sad	to	hear	that	it	probably	only	has	a	couple	of	years	of	life	left	before	it	closes.	Then	we	all	
piled into three Land Rovers to be taken into the massive opencast pit, which would have been a very long walk! Half 
way down we stopped at an overlook, where the full scale of the pit became apparent. Several cameras appeared at 
this point, while the manager pointed out to us the layers of the anthracite coal seams, which all seemed to have their 
own	names,	and	a	few	light	coloured	sandstone	bands.	It	is	in	the	joint	surfaces	in	the	sandstone	bands	that	the	lovely	
ankerite and quartz crystals occur for which the site is known. Also in evidence were the old men’s underground shaft 
workings on some of the faces. It was amazing to see how small and narrow these were. Soon we were back in the 
Land	Rovers	to	continue	our	journey.

We were left at the bottom of the pit to explore the sandstone 
beds with a radio to call in emergency, or if we got fed-up. 
The	 first	 sandstone	 we	 investigated	 seemed	 to	 have	 no	
mineralisation, but the second showed more promise with a 
little ankerite. As we worked our way along the sandstone band 
the cavities grew larger and quartz crystals began to appear. 
Soon	everyone	was	enjoying	themselves,	and	the	sound	of	
hammers could be heard. Some fair pieces of ankerite with 
quartz and tiny chalcopyrite were recovered, and Roy made 
sure that we all had samples. Once this band was exhausted 
of the best material we decided to move on.
 
At the second location a little deeper into the pit the sandstone 
was more accessible, with less steep faces, and better 
material in evidence. In many places there were convenient 
ledges on which to perch while accessing the sandstone bands. A few of the quartz crystals were up to 2 inches long, 
but most were considerably smaller. We continued to recover specimens until the Land Rovers returned, and everyone 
went	home	satisfied.	It	had	been	a	productive	day,	with	excellent	weather,	and	we	all	had	some	reasonable	samples.

Our thanks go to Celtic Energy and, in particular, Ian Price the Mine Manager for allowing us to visit the site.

Collected in lieu of minerals! The trilobite Dalman-
ites longi-caudatus.

A good example of Nant Helen quartz crystals grown on 
a bed of ankerite.
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Saturday 2nd May 2015.  Northern Branch Visit to Force Garth Quarry, Upper Teesdale [NY 880 288]
Leader and reporter: Steve Warren.

Seven members attended on this cool and overcast day.  The quarry lies in a spectacular North Pennines setting, close 
to High Force and with the River Tees running alongside the quarry.  Force Garth works the dolerite of the Whin Sill, 
an	igneous	intrusion	above	underlying	limestone	(the	top	of	which	is	understood	to	lie	8	m	below	the	quarry	floor).		The	
hardness of the rock makes it suitable for specialist uses including surface dressing of roads and armour protection for 
coastal	defences.		Quarry	faces	clearly	displayed	the	columnar	jointing	and	cracking	that	typifies	Whin	Sill	exposures.		
Late	 stage	 hydrothermal	mineralisation	 has	 filled	 some	 joints	 with	 pectolite,	 of	 which	 the	 quarry	 is	 known	 to	 have	
produced good specimens in the past.

First we inspected a recent blast pile on one of the middle 
levels.  Traces of pectolite and thin faces of calcite were 
noticed	 on	 joint	 faces	 but	 the	 majority	 of	 the	 pile	 was	
inaccessible, lying beyond a precarious looking face of 
loose material.  We then moved to the top level to look at 
a smaller blast pile and previously worked areas.  Arthur 
Nattrass found a large plate with radiating white pectolite on 
the face and Martin Walker found a thicker band of pectolite 
which included small cavities with terminations.  Finally we 
moved	down	to	the	quarry	floor	to	inspect	several	piles	of	
large	boulders.	 	Again	white	pectolite	was	 found	on	 joint	
faces and thicker bands of radiating pink pectolite were 
found	in	a	loose	block	in	the	floor.

The quarry has forty years of reserves and will be 
gradually extending to the north.  We agreed that a further visit would be worthwhile in a couple of years. Our special 
thanks go to Dave and Chris for taking us round at the end

Saturday 9th May 2015. Central Branch Visit to Cloud Hill Quarry, Worthington, Leicestershire.
[SK 413 215]
Leader: Neil Hubbard. Reporter: Steve Critchley 

Twelve members from various branches of the Russell Society led by Neil Hubbard visited this well-known and popular 
locality under the able guidance of Stuart Shrimpton, the Assistant Quarry Manager for Breedon Aggregates. After 
signing	in	and	reading	the	guidance	notes	for	the	day	we	quickly	kitted	up	and	headed	off	down	the	steep	access	ramp	
to the quarry workings. 

Cloud Hill Quarry, for those who are unaware of the locality, lies some two kilometres to the south of Breedon on the 
Hill and works one of a group of Carboniferous Limestone inliers unconformably overlain by Triassic Red Beds. This 
long-worked	quarry,	well-screened	by	mature	woodlands,	has	developed	its	form	in	response	to	a	number	of	specific	
geological parameters which have dictated the current elongated and deep excavation.

Cloud Hill works a series of beds belonging to the Dinantian Milldale Limestone, Cloud Hill Dolostone and Ticknall 
Limestone Formations which have been extensively deformed and broken by faulting, with many beds (particularly in the 
eastern section of the quarry) lying near vertical.  Depending upon the state of workings various other structural displays 
have been noted on previous visits, such as exposures in the northern face of a series of complex folds and thrusts 
(described by the BGS workers as concertina like) in the Cloud Wood Member of the Cloud Hill Dolostone. Clearly this 
was	a	major	tectonic	zone	in	past	geological	times,	a	factor	important	in	the	development	of	many	of	the	mineralised	
structures and mineralisation occurrences seen within the various beds and locations within the quarry.

In	places	the	limestone	has	undergone	a	significant	phase	of	dolomitisation	with	subsequent	volume	changes	producing	
numerous	vughs	and	small	cavities.	Prior	to	and	during	the	Triassic	the	exposed	sediments	of	the	inlier	were	subjected	
to	karstic	erosion,	both	at	outcrop	and	subsurface,	producing	a	series	of	caves	and	fissures	formed	along	the	zones	of	
cavitation	and	joints,	before	being	progressively	buried	by	marls	and	mudstones	of	the	Mercia	Mudstones	Group	in	a	
semi-arid desert environment.

There are perhaps as many as four distinct phases of mineralisation though I don’t intend to speculate as to their 
timing or age; a possible sequence of events could have begun with the introduced a widespread dolomitisation of 

Radiating aggregates of pectolite crystals from 
Force Garth Quarry.
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the limestone along with some deposition of generally massive galena and subsidiary copper and iron sulphides. The 
second, during a period of tectonic fracturing of some of the competent limestone beds, produced abundant cavitation 
features lined with calcite crystals dusted with copper, iron and zinc sulphide crystals depending upon the particular 
location within the quarry. The third saw an extensive mineralisation of the karstic features and dolomitisation cavities 
developed during the Triassic introducing (or remobilising) additional lead, zinc and copper sulphides with subsidiary 
baryte, dolomite and calcite. 

Finally within the south west section of the quarry, exposures can be seen of an intensely mineralised area of dolomitised 
limestone extensively replaced by goethite with minor baryte, dolomite, quartz and subsidiary copper sulphides, the 
latter much altered to malachite. This deposit has formed at the unconformity between the limestones and the overlying 
mudstones and is probably related to a localised mineralisation event at the unconformable base of the Permo-Triassic. 
Popular on early trips this locality is now inaccessible, but relict lumps of goethite with quartz, dolomite and baryte crystals 
formed in cavities, could still be collected from the debris slope below this exposure. However the main attraction of the 
day was a new area of interest mentioned earlier by Stuart during the visit induction.  

New excavations at the lowest point of the quarry close to the eastern face had uncovered an area of calcite breccia- 
hosted sulphide mineralisation. Without hesitation the party proceeded to this area and sure enough the newly exposed 
rock faces were peppered with calcite veins of varying dimensions. A large detached block with calcite crystals to several 
cms	was	the	first	specimen	to	be	noted	whilst	descending	the	access	ramp	to	this	working	area	and	was	quickly	snapped	
up by Ian Dossett for his expanding collection of boulder sized specimens. It was fortunate that a vehicle was on hand 
to ferry the party out at the end of the trip, otherwise Ian would have had a real struggle to carry this piece out on foot.

A closer examination of the new working face revealed many crystal-lined cavities so the hunt was on. Space was 
limited and so various groups got to work extracting groups and single calcite crystals up to 5-6 cm dusted with bright 
shiny chalcopyrite crystals and the occasional semi-transparent reddish brown sphalerite crystal. Many blocks of similar 
material were laid around the area from the last blast clearance and although attractive to look at, the inevitable fracturing 
of	the	calcite	made	it	difficult	to	produce	suitable	specimens	which	did	not	fall	apart	on	handling.	

After	a	couple	of	hours	work	small	groups	began	to	drift	off	to	explore	the	other	parts	of	the	quarry,	with	some	finding	
small	groups	of	galena	and	chalcopyrite	crystalline	specimens	in	the	debris	slopes	at	the	south	of	the	quarry.	The	final	
location was a return to the calcite and sulphide crystal cavities on the west side of the quarry, explored on last year’s 
trip and although now somewhat degraded many members added extra specimens to their haul for the day.

As a consequence of this mineralogical abundance rucksacks were full to the brim and once again very, very heavy. For 
those of you who have not been here before it is a long steep haul out of this quarry. So it came as a relief to many of 
the	older,	perhaps	less	fit	members,	when	Stuart	offered	to	fill	his	truck	with	rucksacks	and	ferry	these	and	any	members	
who wished, out of the quarry over a number of trips. 

Thanks must again go to the leader Neil for organising yet another productive venture and particularly to Stuart for his 
help in making the morning’s collecting a very pleasurable experience.

Saturday 9th May 2015.  Northern Branch Visit to Coldstones Quarry, Greenhow, North Yorkshire.
[SE 125 641]
Leader: Steve Warren; Reporter: John Davidson

Ten members of the society met at Coldstones for what we hoped would be a good day of collecting with the weather  
remaining	rain	free.		We	were	joined	by	one	guest	Oliver	Carlton	and	a	new	Northwest	Branch	member	John	Chapman.	
After	the	safety	briefing	we	were	escorted	by	Shirley	Everett	the	Quarry	Manager	who	had	organised	an	excavator	to	
remove	the	top	few	feet	of	the	Sun	Vein	to	give	us	a	chance	of	finding	something	as	they	are	not	working	this	part	of	the	
quarry at the moment.

We	all	descended	into	the	Sun	Vein	and	began	to	dig	and	soon	turned	up	galena,	fluorite,	cerussite	and	hemimorphite.		
The author found a single 6 mm crystal of anglesite on galena.  In the late afternoon we moved up to the current workings 
to	see	what	we	could	find	here.	Arthur	Nattrass	found	some	rich	malachite,	with	purple	fluorite	and	a	small	spray	of	clear	
hemimorphite in a pocket within massive baryte in the current, upper working area near the primary crushing plant.

A 100-150 mm thick galena vein was noted in the upper eastern face of the quarry, possibly forming part of, or an 
offshoot	of,	the	Garnet	Vein,	but	it	lacked	alteration. 
A good day was had by all. Our thanks	to	Shirley	and	Richard	for	organising	the	JCB	to	excavate	the	top	off	Sun	Vein.
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Sunday 17th May 2015.  Northern Branch Visit to Seata Mine, nr Aysgarth, Wensleydale, North Yorkshire 
[SD 996 884]
Leader and reporter: Steve Warren.

Six members attended on this blustery but sunny day in the Dales.  In addition to the usual local members Steve 
Burchmore made it all the way from Milton Keynes, we were impressed by his dedication!

This	small	Victorian	lead	mine	is	well	known	for	its	multicoloured	purple	and	yellow	fluorite.		According	to	Spensley1  the 
mine	was	first	documented	in	1824	and	was	productive	between	1856	and	1860.		Modern	collectors	have	unearthed	
high	quality	fluorite,	minor	baryte	and	small	but	gemmy	translucent	brown	sphalerite	(not	unlike	Silvermines	material)	
associated	with	possible	greenockite.	 	The	mine	was	worked	 from	 two	adits	and	five	 shafts	with	 the	most	 obvious	
remains now being a shallow tip on the side of a hill in a 
small valley, which gave us some protection from the wind.  
The	 fluorite	 is	 understood	 to	 be	 photochromic,	 with	 the	
purple colour intensifying after exposure to sunlight.

Evidence	of	fluorite	was	seen	on	most	parts	of	the	tip	and	
the party soon spread out and started digging.  It was 
clear that a good deal of previous collecting activity had 
taken place so the aim of the day was to dig deeper and 
find	some	new	material.		Everyone	took	away	reasonable	
fluorite	 examples	 ranging	 from	 2-3	 mm	 glassy	 purple	
tinged crystals to intense purple cubes up to 10 mm (the 
photograph	 shows	 a	 nice	 fluorite	 collected	 by	 Richard	
Joel).  Frank Bouweraerts also found a rich piece of 
unaltered sphalerite. Our thanks go to the local farmer for 
giving permission for us to access the site.

References 
1. Spensley, I.M. (2014) Mines and Miners of Wensleydale.

Saturday 23rd May 2015. Southern Branch Visit to Chipping Sodbury (formerly Hampstead Farm) 
Quarry, Gloucestershire [ST 724 840].
Leader: Chris Finch.  Reporter: Rob Tripp.

Eleven people assembled in the quarry car park by 7:30 
on a beautiful bank holiday Saturday morning and by 
8:00 we were walking through the tunnel that leads to the 
quarry on the east side of the B4080. We began by going 
down to the lowest level and inspecting material that was 
safely away from the faces. There were occasional signs 
of mineralization, including veins of calcite and occasional 
thin veins of pyrite, but little that attracted a hammer. The 
best	find	probably	belonged	to	Steve	King	who	found	small,	
feathery baryte crystals next to some drusy sphalerite.

We walked up to the next level and found the area that 
the group had worked last year. There was fairly abundant 
calcite, some in densely packed crystal masses but also in 
cavities as free-standing crystals. This is attractive material 
but	 it	 is	difficult	 to	extract	acceptable	specimens	because	
much	of	 it	 is	crumbly	and	 intermixed	with	decaying	pyrite	 (which	contributes	significant	 iron	staining).	Nevertheless,	
several people got some attractive specimens of calcite crystals, sprinkled with minute pyrite crystals. Later examination 
of	some	calcite	vugs	by	Tony	House	revealed	a	few	tiny	crystals	of	fluorite.

We then went back through the tunnel to an area where material was apparently awaiting processing. There was little 
interesting mineralization in this with the exception of one small patch that yielded a couple of sphalerite specimens, 
including one well-crystallized hand specimen covering radiating pyrite, with minor galena.

Some of the group making their way into the quarry at 
Chipping Sodbury.

Specimen of purple fluorite from Seata Mine.
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We are grateful to the Quarry Manager James Veakins and the quarry owners Hanson Aggregates for supporting our 
visit and to Richard for making us welcome on the day.

Saturday 6th June 2015. Southern Branch Visit to Cavendish Mill, Stoney Middleton, Derbyshire 
[SK205752]. 
Leader: Chris Finch, Reporter: Nick Millett

Cavendish	Mill	is	the	processing	plant	for	British	Fluorspar	Ltd.		The	main	mineral	that	is	produced	is	fluorite	but	valuable	
by-products are galena and baryte. These minerals come from two quarries, Longstone Edge and Tearsall along with 
the Milldam Mine working under Great Hucklow and west of the workings of Ladywash Mine near Eyam.

We arrived at Cavendish Mill at 8:30 all suited and booted 
and	 ready	 for	 the	 usual	 health	 and	 safety	 briefings.	 	We	
were greeted by Kevin Mather our man in charge for 
the	 day.	The	 collecting	 is	 different	 to	 a	 quarry	 as	we	 are	
working the stock pile prior to it being treated at the mill 
and it is on the hill above the mill so a short uphill walk was 
all that was required. Unlike last time the mill was working 
on this occasion so we had to work around the machinery 
periodically	 interrupting	 our	 collecting	 so	 they	 could	 fill	
the hopper to supply the crusher. Once we had another 
safety	briefing	from	Chris	and	Kevin	Mather	we	all	set	off	to	
different	parts	of	the	stockpile.	It	wasn’t	long	before	several	
people started pulling up some nice specimens. Chris found 
some	lovely	fluorite	crystals	to	10	mm	with	baryte	to	30	mm	
shown in the picture. Another member found a large boulder 
and	proceeded	to	extract	some	small	but	nice	clear	fluorite	
crystals with pyrite inclusions.  A large boulder exposed a large vein of galena, which I believe every one had a nice 
large specimen from. One advantage from having plant around was that periodically they would turn the pile over for you 
exposing new material all the time!

After	4	hours	of	hard	collecting	Kevin	offered	to	show	us	around	the	processing	plant.	As	having	never	seen	one	in	action	
I	jumped	at	the	chance	and	accompanied	by	7	other	members	we	set	off	inside.	The	process	uses	froth	flotation	and	we	
following	the	process	from	size	reduction	in	a	series	of	crushers	to	the	separation	of	any	limestone	to	the	froth	flotation	
units	for	fluorite,	baryte	and	galena.	Finally	we	saw	the	clean	product	waiting	to	be	shipped	out.
 
Personally, and I hope I speak for everyone else, I had an excellent day and I would like to thank Kevin Mather and 
everyone involved at British Fluorspar Ltd. for their help. On a side note I had never met Harry and  Christine Critchley 
before and upon hearing that Harry hasn’t been well it was nice to meet them and see that the illness hasn’t dampened 
their enthusiasm for collecting and I wish them all the best and hope to see them again collecting!

Sunday 14th June 2015.  Northern Branch Visit to Shap Blue Quarry, Cumbria [NY 563 106]
Leader and reporter: Steve Warren

After the “stair-rods” encountered on previous visits the light 
drizzle	that	greeted	five	members	was	a	welcome	relief.

The quarry did not seem to have been worked much since 
a previous visit (in 2013) but a large new sump had been 
excavated	 into	 the	floor	of	 the	bottom	 level	and	part	of	 the	
western and northern edges of the lowest level had been cut 
back. Peter Clarke found a good calcite-lined vug in a large 
boulder	on	the	quarry	floor	and	Keith	Lee	worked	an	 in situ 
calcite	vein	exposed	near	the	sump.		A	larger	quartz/calcite	
vein, heavily stained with haematite was exposed in the north 
face of the bottom level and produced a number of plates of 
calcite on quartz with bright brassy chalcopyrite crystals to 
approximately 8 mm. Epidote and garnet were abundant as 
usual, with a strong horizontal band showing in the eastern 

Just what you need - someone with a big shovel to 
turn over the pile!

Calcite on quartz from Shap Blue Quarry (8 cm.)
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face	of	the	quarry,	but	well-crystallised	specimens	were	difficult	to	find.

The upper benches were checked but nothing new was found on this occasion. The weather cleared up and it almost 
felt like summer again on our way out.

Our thanks go to Cemex and Alan Stewart, the Quarry Manager, for granting permission for the visit.

Saturday 25th July 2015. Central Branch visit to Bardon Hill Quarry, Coalville, Leics. [SK 455 132].
Leader and reporter: Frank Ince.

In a period of changeable weather we were very fortunate to have good weather all day. A few people had already 
arrived by the time that I made a real hash of the recommended reverse parking in the visitor’s carpark. After our party 
of	10	was	appropriately	booted-and-suited,	we	were	met	by	Dave	Wilkins	who	was	to	be	our	host	and	guide/driver.	
Following a few H&S remarks we all piled into an amazingly clean minibus	(it	appears	to	have	been	hired	just	for	our	
visit;	and	we	certainly	appreciated	this	on	our	travels	around	the	quarry).	Our	first	stop	was	the	viewing	platform	(with	
its information board) on the top of the north face; here we had a brief geological introduction to the Precambrian and 
Triassic rocks exposed in the quarry and a few words from Dave about the new extension to the quarry on the south side 
of	Bardon	Hill.	We	continued	our	intricate	journey	to	a	relatively	quiet	area	of	the	quarry	(Level	12);	there	was	quite	a	lot	
of	activity	on	the	working	levels	(Levels	13	and	14)	and	this	was	not	going	to	stop	until	just	before	midday.	For	those	of	
us with an interest in birds, we disturbed one of the resident peregrine falcons as it was dismembering a wood pigeon 
on one of the roadways; Dave commented that it was quite common to see them in and around the quarry and a pair 
had bred successfully this year.

I have to say the Level 12 was not that productive; although mobile phone reception was good enough for Roy (Starkey) 
to process a request for a copy of his recently-published book! The andesitic and dacitic rocks hereabouts contained 
various	carbonate	veins	with	some	cavities	lined	with	crystals	of	calcite	and/or	dolomite	and	a	few	sprays	of	goethite	
or thin plates of cream baryte. Neil (Hubbard) also found a little palygorskite and both he and Clive (Minker) picked up 
some	thin,	white	to	cream	hexagonal	plates	that	will	need	further	work	before	they	can	be	identified.

After milling around on Level 12 for a while we eventually 
made it down to Level 13 where material from a recent blast 
was being removed and the boulders of the volcaniclastic 
Bradgate Formation contained some cream to red-brown 
carbonate veins (mainly dolomite). The area of interest on this 
level turned out to be the quartz-carbonate veins in the  south 
face	of	the	bench	[SK	4561	1279].	Where	Dave	agreed	that	
it was safe enough to approach the face, most of us had a 
look at these veins and found that they contained occasional 
cavities	 lined	 with	 quartz	 crystals	 and/or	 small	 dolomite	
crystals that were partly covered with black, acicular crystals 
(presumably manganese oxides); some had a subsequent 
generation of dolomite. A few of these cavities also contained 
cream to pink, thin tabular crystals of baryte (see photo). 
Most of us would have guessed that the black material was 
pyrolusite; however, Neil was less convinced and thought 
that it might be romanechite (no doubt a suitable analysis will 
reveal its identity). Although Level 13 is about 100 m below the 
Precambrian-Triassic unconformity, very small amounts of copper mineralisation were found; however, as far as I am 
aware, Nick (Millett) found our only acceptable specimen: malachite as small rounded masses of green acicular crystals. 
Nick also found some mid-blue powdery material and there was a bit of debate about whether this was a copper mineral 
or a specimen of tourmaline var. peach (dravite-schorl) that has been found in some of the other Leicestershire quarries. 
Having exhausted the mineralogical potential of this part of the quarry we decided to call it a day and we all piled back 
into the minibus (now not so clean) for the drive back to the carpark.

We would like to thank Aggregates Industries for granting us permission to visit the quarry and, in particular, Dave 
Wilkins for his warm welcome and his patience whilst transporting us on our excursions around the quarry.

Tabular crystals of pinkish baryte with black acicular 
manganese oxides on quartz (F.O.V. 15 mm); collected 
on Level 13 from some quartz-carbonate veins east of 

those described in the report [SK 4566 1279]


